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by Clark Aycock

Late last month, I attended a meeting at the 
Fairview Community Center (FCC) about 
the 2020 Census. And I learned a lot.

Th e census is a count taken every 10 
years of every person (not every citizen) 
who lives in the US, and the percentage 
of those people who get offi  cially counted 
makes a huge diff erence in the slice of the 
$675 billion of federal money that comes 
to WNC. 

Terri Wells of WNC Communities told 
us at the FCC that one person equals about 
$1,600 of federal funding each year. If 
North Carolina could increase the number 
of people it counts by only 1%, it would 
likely mean an extra $4 million per year. 
(Th e state counted 81% of people in 2010.) 
Th at extra money sure would be helpful for 
our local clinics, schools, roads and more.

But it’s so much more than that. Census 
data gives community leaders vital 
information to make decisions about 
community centers, opening businesses, 
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from your event go to a local nonprofi t or 
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Want extra exposure? Our display and classifi ed 
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Contact 628-2211 or offi ce@fairviewtowncrier.com.

and planning for the future. And the 
responses are used to redraw legislative 
districts and determine the number of 
seats that North Carolina has in the US 
House of Representatives.
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•  Th e initial mailing will go out on March 

12. Th ere is a lot of junk mail that looks 
like government mailings, so be extra 
careful around that date.

•  Th is is the fi rst census that you can fi ll 
out online. If you do that, you’ll stop 
receiving mailings and will avoid a visit 
to your house from census employees. 

•  In this day of online security concerns, 
it’s important to note that by law the 
Census Bureau cannot release any 
identifi able information about you, your 
home, or your business, even to law 
enforcement agencies.

•  House visits will start in April. 
•  Th e Census is hiring. Th ey need people 

to go door to door, and are paying $17 
per hour. Apply at 2020census.gov.
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If you can fi nd it, email your name, phone number and the location of the 
bill in the paper to contest@fairviewtowncrier.com by February 14. IJ'(%
42*%209'%4200%#*%&'(1%#*<'1723#'*%3'%3./%!"#$"’s offi ce at 628-2211.) Everyone 
who fi nds the hidden $20 will be entered into a drawing to win a gift certif-
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Our nonprofi t status provides us with discounted postage rates that allow 
us to afford this. To maintain this nonprofi t rating, we must receive a por-
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We are a 501(3)c nonprofi t, and your donation is tax deductible. You 
can donate in the following ways. 1"2+: Town Crier, PO Box 1862,
Fairview, NC 28730. 3/'4%'..: At the Crier offi ce, 1185 Charlotte
Highway (M, W, F 12:30–4:30 pm), or in blue dropbox outside 24/7. 
5*+2*$: fairviewtowncrier.com.
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to help our communities and customers achieve financial independence, to 
prosper, and to pursue the passions that drive their dreams.
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&  Equal Housing Lender. Member FDIC.
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Etowah/Horse Shoe. If interested, 
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tion Imagination teams at Fairview 
Elementary will be hosting a Winter 
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Center. The FES PTA will host its 
first chili cookoff in the cafeteria 
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In February, sessions will take place on 
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Highway, Fairview.
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775 Charlotte Highway in Fairview at 
the top of the Mine Hole Gap. See 
<%P5&32&>"(&:"(5&H#>"(:%$H"#9
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articles to local charities. New Hope 
Presbyterian Church, 3070 Sweeten 
L(55X&W@9E&*AF5BHCC59&L%CC&121/8.81&"(&
email Janet at imjstewart@att.net.

Seeds Indoors” and ”How to&
Sharpen Pruning Tools.” Black&
'"?#$%H#&]HM(%()E&.01&Y9&
G"?PF5($)&6$(55$E&IC%!X&'"?#$%H#9&
blackmountainblooms@gmail.com.
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Asheville. 419-4565, wncprostate@ 
P:%HC9!":E&%#@&"#&K%!5M""X&
@WNCProstate.
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and people. $250. Includes option to 
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woofinthewoods.com. 1451 Charlotte 
Highway, Fairview.
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The A.C. Reynolds High School Counseling Department will be con/
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college admission and financial aid, how to prepare students for com/
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Representatives from UNC–Chapel Hill, Duke, UNC–Asheville, Appala/
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Happy Valentineís DaySong!
Send a Quartet (and roses!)
to serenade your special someone! STARTING AT 

$35

AshevilleBarbershop.com/Singing Valentines  |  866 290 7269

February 13th & 14th

Your choice of LIVE delivery in Buncombe, Henderson or Haywood county!
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3–7 pm. Proceeds go to support the 
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Charlotte Hwy., Fairview.
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Hwy. 74, Fairview.
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Hwy., Fairview) this month, due to 
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6:30 pm. Potluck dinner, no charge. 
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manager for the nonprofit, which 
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more information. Fairview Public 
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the Fairview/Reynolds cluster. For 
more information, email fairview@
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munity Center, 1357 Charlotte Hwy.
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on page 9. 1508 Charlotte Hwy.
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2–3:30 pm. EHSAsheville.org or 687-
7759. 227 Edgewood Rd., Asheville.
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Public Library, 1 Taylor Rd., Fairview.
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Haywood St., Asheville
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District). Classes, which fill quickly, include bookbinding, cold wax, 
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SOLD hundreds of homes
SOLD thousands of acres
SOLD numerous commercial

ALLEN HELMICK 
FAIRVIEW REALTOR FOR 35 YEARS
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(baseball) at 776-7955 or Christina 
Buckner (softball) at 458-9298. 
Fairview Elementary ball fi elds, 1355 
Charlotte Hwy., Fairview.
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Join us at the Fairview fi re station, 
.1-, Charlotte Hwy., Fairview. Contact 
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Th e Fairview Town Crier is a 501 (c) (3) company that publishes a monthly com-
munity newspaper. Twelve issues per year are delivered free on or about the 
fi rst of every month to 8,900+ households. Distribution is limited to Fairview, 
Gerton, and contiguous parts of Reynolds and Fletcher, North Carolina. Th e
Fairview Town Crier is located at 1185G Charlotte Highway, Fairview, North 
Carolina 28730; mailing address is PO Box 1862, Fairview, North Carolina 28730. 
Subscriptions may be purchased for $30 per year and will be mailed First Class 
postage on or about the fi rst of each publication month. Visit fairviewtowncrier.
com for details or to order online.
#12345267$84729:: Th e Fairview Town Crier reserves the right to refuse any advertis-
ing or editorial submission deemed inappropriate for the tone and style of the 
publication. A best eff ort has been made to verify legitimacy of information 
received and published. Views expressed in columns and/or articles do not repre-
sent those of Th e Fairview Town Crier.
Submissions: Announcements, community news, upcoming events, personal notices, 
letters, etc. will be published free as space allows. Email to copy@fairviewtowncrier.
com. For staff  directory, contacts and additional information, please see back page.
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Postal PatronFairview, NC 28730

NON-PROFITU.S. Postage PaidPermit #100Fairview, NC
28730

The Fairview Town CrierP. O. Box 1862Fairview, NC 28730
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It helps us meet our fi scal needs to keep things humming 
along. Revenue from public support (donations) also 
helps us satisfy our nonprofi t requirements. And most 
importantly, our nonprofi t status allows us to mail to 
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your own value. We are grateful for whatever you can give. We are a 501(3)c, 
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offi ce, 1185 Charlotte Highway (M, W, F 12:30–4:30 pm), or in blue drop-

box outside 24/7. +,$#,-: fairviewtowncrier.com.
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On its Facebook page, Buncombe County Schools posted this photo of students 

in Jennifer Gortney’s class at Fairview Elementary with their gingerbread house 
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challenges students to use engineering skills to create structures from candy. 

In recent years, students have been encouraged to incorporate STEM, design, 

planning and mapping, and teamwork skills. “Being able to see their creative side and implement many of the skills we have 

been working on is amazing,” Gortney said. “Students who might struggle with 

the day-to-day academic rigor in a classroom shine with projects like this and 

show, in a different way, their understanding of the standards.”
Looks like fun to us—and delicious!

Changing of the Guard
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Polishing a Diamond

In this very space in the July 2003 issue, Michael Cochran wrote of the “changing of the guard” when he stepped away as editor and I stepped in. It is astounding that almost 17 years have passed since I presented the paper’s board of directors with my expanded vision to nurture this cherished community news-paper. My goals included improving the quality and effi  ciency of print production; 

updating the layout to be less jumbled and easier to read; expanding the reach of the 

paper into nearby communities of Reynolds, Fletcher and Gerton; and continually 

tweaking editorial content to respect and appeal to both locals and newcomers.

Although the Crier has faced challenges over the years, I am glad to have accomplished 

most of my goals. But overwhelmingly what I feel is gratitude. How could I have foreseen 

the many touching moments, inspiring stories and meaningful relationships that would 

become the fabric of my day-to-day work—or more accurately, the framework of my 

life in Fairview? I am so appreciative to have had this opportunity to get to know the 

community in such an intimate way. But now the time has come to step away. I am fi nally 

able to do this because I have total confi dence that the current team of talented, caring 

professionals is more than capable of carrying on without me. 
My role as managing editor will now be in the able hands of Clark Aycock, who 

will be responsible for the overall operations of the paper. Clark has shown the level 

of warm-hearted understanding and business prowess needed to allow the Crier to 

continue to thrive. I am confi dent that his vision will sustain and enhance the vitality 

of the Crier as our community paper moves into the next decade. 
I will continue as publisher in a behind-the-scenes role, overseeing things like taxes 

and overhead. You might bump into me around town with my new rescue pup Isabella, 

or see an article with my byline, or catch me as a volunteer newshound with my eyes 

and ears on new businesses, upcoming events and relevant news to pass on to Clark.

I look forward to having relaxed time to read the local news and happenings right 

along with all of you—when I get it in my mailbox. I want to thank you all for your 

input, support and kindness over the past 17 years.

Last year, aft er I had taken over the editorial duties from Sandie, she 
invited me to a board meeting. Aft er being introduced to the 
members, she asked me to tell them my vision for the Crier. I 
laughingly said, “My vision is to not mess it up.”Every joke has a grain of truth, and I really did (and do) admire 

how Sandie created a positive newspaper that people really want to read. In this day, 

when papers are struggling and negativity seems to be what sells, I am always amazed 

and heartened when people in Fairview tell me how much they like to read the Crier. 

My goal as managing editor is to take the solid base that Sandie created and expand 

upon it. More stories about local people doing interesting things. More information 

about interesting events taking place nearby. More community involvement in the paper.

Th e Crier’s mission is to be an “objective forum for the communication of the 

activities and concerns of all people residing in or conducting business in the 

Fairview area.” Newcomer or native. Old or young. Adults, teens and kids. Tell me 

what you want to see in your paper. And don’t assume I know about something or someone. Even though Sandie has 

been heavily involved in this community for almost 20 years and I am meeting new 

people all the time, we can’t know everyone. Did a neighbor post about a unique 

event on Facebook? Send it to me. Did you drive by a sign for a new business? Tell 

me. If you’re a reader, you’re a reporter. I look forward to hearing from you!

You can contact me at copy@fairviewtowncrier.com or 914-419-1100.
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February 14 at 7 pm

We will 
welcome 
a group of 
local Viet-
nam veterans 
to share the 
powerful 
accounts of 
the time they 
spent serving 
their country, 
their battles 
with PTSD, 

and the healing power of creative writing, 
as they share a selection of prose they 
wrote for the book Brothers Like Th ese: 
Vietnam War Veterans Poems and Prose.

Th ere will be a discussion aft er the 
readings about the healing journey from 
the psychological wounds of war through 
creative writing.

Copies of their book will be available to 
purchase for $10. Th e Brothers in Arms 
program is sponsored by the Friends of 
Fairview Library and the NC Writing 
Alliance Foundation.

Th is event is sponsored by the Friends 
of Fairview Library, and refreshments will 
be served aft er.
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February 11 at 7 pm
All dues-paying members are welcome to 
attend. Th e Friends of Fairview Library 
Board is looking for a secretary and 
treasurer. Please attend this meeting or 
contact branch manager Jaime McDowell 
if you are interested in serving in one of 
these positions. 
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February 18 at 7 pm
Th e Fairview 
Evening Book Club 
will be reading and 
discussing Arcadia
by Lauren Groff . 

In a haunting 
story of the 
American dream, 
Bit, born in a 
back-to-nature commune in 1970s 
New York state, must come to grips with 
the outside world when the commune 
eventually fails.

“Groff ’s second novel…gives full rein to 
her formidable descriptive powers, as she 
summons both the beauty of striving for 
perfection and the inevitable devastation 
of failing so miserably to achieve it.” 
—Booklist

No sign-up or registration is required 
to join, and new members are always 
welcome to the club.
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March 17—Undaunted by Jackie Speier
April 21—Th e River by Peter Heller
May 19—Blue Highways by William Least 
Heat-Moon
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February 5 from 4–5:30 pm
A role-playing club for kids grades 6 to 12 
meets fi rst Wednesdays from 4–5:30 pm. 
Supplies and snacks provided. 

Space is limited, so players must register 
via the events calendar on the library 
website. Call or stop by the library if you 
have questions. Only the fi rst six players to 
register will get a seat at the table.
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February 7 at 3:30 pm
Do you have children who love playing 
with LEGOs? Any budding architects 
in your family? School-age children are 
welcome to join us for an activity where 
building encourages imagination and 
creativity, where children bring their 
construction dreams to life, and where we 
simply have fun. All LEGOs are provided. 
No registration is required. First Fridays 
at 3:30 pm. Due to early voting, February’s 
club will meet inside the main library.
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February 28 at 3:30 pm
In each session, kids will get a crash course 

on a particular artist or art technique 
and create their own works of art using 
what they have learned as inspiration. All 
materials will be provided. Ages 8–12. Art 
Adventures will meet the last Friday of 
each month from January to May.
J",.2'0)R%/#)B0(,0'++%&,
Baby Storytime: Tuesdays, 11 am
Baby Gym: Tuesdays, 11:30 am
Toddler Storytime: Wednesdays, 11 am
Toddler Gym: Wednesdays, 11:30 am
D&D Club: fi rst Wednesdays, 4 pm 
Preschool Storytime: Th ursdays, 11 am
Aft ernoon Storytime: Th ursdays, 3:30 pm
LEGO Club: fi rst Fridays, 3:30 pm
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Th e library will be an early voting 
location for the 2020 primary 
election from February 13–29. 

Voters will not need to show their 
ID to vote in the primary.

Th e library will not be an Election 
Day precinct. Please contact the 
Buncombe County Board of 
Elections to fi nd out where you are 
supposed to vote on Election Day. 
[See page 10 for more election info.]

February is

Amer ican Hear t Mon th!

CELEBRATE HEART HEALTH MONTH WITH 
US FEBRUARY 14TH! Come in and get your blood 
pressure and blood sugar checked by one of our 
Pharmacists, and schedule a cholesterol screening. 
Free refreshments will be provided!

Stop by and enter to win — each Rx fi lled in February 
counts toward an entry! Drawing February 29th.

FREE IPAD MINI GIVEAWAY!
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LOT 1 0.5 $59,000 
LOT 2 0.5 $59,000 
LOT 3 0.5 $59,000 
LOT 4 0.521 $59,000 
LOT 5 0.482 $59,000 
LOT 6 0.51 $59,000 
LOT 7 0.64 $64,000 
LOT 8 0.526 $59,000 
LOT 9 0.521 $59,000 
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Wood fl oors, tile in the baths. New agrihood subdivision 
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level to rolling land, creek & frontage on a small lake. This 
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The sky is the limit with this commercial property! Char-
27,,5&V8A&0"7$,#>5&.&(::#-&Q"7=5&P7#%&#665--3&H7,-&
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Total remodel: heat, air, fl oor, tile, kitch cabs, porch 
rails, doors, carpet & paint. New county-approved 
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Road cut in, several spots to build. Build one house or three, great 
VRBO possibilities $50,000 
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E#;"=;583&P?$$;$>&/"55I&,B"7?>B&,B5&-?C%;=;-;7$3&H7,-&70&+:5$;,;5-&
like underground power, city water and each lot has already been 
metered. Will be paved by the Seller. call the Offi ce for more infor-
:#,;7$3KDK3MDK3NWKK
*+,3-;8/>61+%-,99?+?-7<.A?+A067-.91-/*-76*?.+8%
The Cumbres subdivision is a peaceful neighborhood w/ plenty of 
C?005"&-1#65&C5,855$&$5;>BC7"-3&/27-5&,7&,B5&!2?5&P;%>5&GI8A&
& Mt.Pisgah.; 25 min to DT AVL. Call Devon 828.747.2694. $45K
*+,3-6,+09=+-;8/>61+-B/..19;&L[&+6"5&H7,&8;,B&B?>5&=;58&
potential. VRBO Builds OK!! Lot is very accessible. ONLY $41,000 
Call Karen, 828-216-3998
CD#&-;8/>61+-678+0-89C"5#,B,#I;$>&27$><"#$>5&=;58-3&H5=52&#6<
cess from paved rd, sloping lot in beautiful gated comm. Pool, ten-
nis, golf membership option. Call Karen 828.216.3998. $75K -$25K
8+?<7+?- ;8/7+3- E- ;8/>61+%-,99?+?%- .910& ;$& F7?$,#;$&
Shadows .5-4.5 acres, $25K-50K, most with potential for spectac-
ular views. Great neighborhood just 15 min. from DT Waynesville. 
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*+,3- 0;+7167<.68- C$- 678+0- E- =/*<1+0- 19- 1<**+.-
896?-0B9;;/*2 and 5 minutes to downtown. Total privacy, top 
of the hill, end of the road estate property. Call the Offi ce for more 
;$07&KDK3MDK3NWKK
8+?<7+?3-(D'&-678+0-<*8+018/71+?-,99?+?-09<1BA-
:67/*2-;89;+81F in Fairview loc 15 mins from DT AVL & Blue 
P;%>5&GI8A3&G"715",A&;-&=5"A&C?;2%#C253&/"55I&.&2>&:#,?"5&,"55-3&
!?;2%&A7?"&%"5#:&B7:5&7"&0#:;2A&67:17?$%3&\LWWJ&/#22&07"&;$073
E5-79==+87/6.-678+0-,/1B-7B68.911+-B/2B,6F&"7#%&
frontage or Emmas Grove road access. The sky is the limit with this 
;$=5-,:5$,&1"715",A3&)5&B#=5&1"717-5%&67::5"6;#2&12#$&;0&$55%5%3&
Call the offi ce for more information. 828.628.3088 !##$%$$$D
CD4E-678+0-;8/>61+->6..+F%-=9<*16/*->/+,&70&/5%#"&/2;00&
Mountain. Hiking trails, cliffs, streams, refl ection pools. Nature at its 
C5-,]:7?$,#;$&8;2%2;05&,7&+-B5=;225&;$&Y&:;$-3&R;,5&5=#2?#,;7$&07"&#&
T!P&B7:53&/#22&+225$&V52:;6I&KDK3NDO3KTWW&!'$%$$$D
.6G+-6?2+8%-*+68.F-#-;8/>61+-.6G+:89*1-678+0&89&%551&
8#,5"&#665--&.&C7#,&-2;1&#,&%76I&#"5#3&G25$,A&70&"77:&07"&#&>?5-,&B7?-53&
Gated comm w/ walking trails. $150,000 Call Karen 828.216.3998
.601-.91- /*-09.6/8<0-+79->/..62+D&/7::?$;,A&B#-&S3Y&
acres of common area w/ lg fl at pasture, playground. Home site 
1#",;#22A&625#"5%&89&;$-,#225%&D<!P&-51,;6&.&>"#%5%&%";=58#A3&LW&:;$&
to Catawba falls & hiking. Call Devon 828.747.2694 $29,900
C5-678+0-,/1B-2+*1.F-0.9;/*2-09<1B+8*->/+,0D-G7,5$<
tial for stunning Mountain Home. $70,000 Call Karen 828.216.3998 
*+,3-C-@+6<1/:<.-.6F/*2-678+0H-+60F-19-@</.?-B9=+A
0/1+ in Gateway Mountain, Old Fort. Great for vacation, retirement 
homes or year-round residency. $40,000 Call Karen 828.216.3998 
)"D)'-678+0-/*-9.?-:9813&G";=#,5&.&877%5%&8;,B&:#$A&72%&27><
>;$>&"7#%-&.&B;I;$>&,"#;2-3&+665--&"7#%3&G7,5$,;#2&07"&:?2,&B7:5&-;,5-&
7"&%"5#:&B7:5&7$&1";=&5-,#,53&/#22&@5=7$&KDK3STS3DMOT&!)E$%$$$
E-@+6<1/:<.-.910-)#-=/*0-19-?1-60B+>/..+&+22&87"I&;-&%7$5&07"&
you! Driveway cut, water line run, septic installed. $65K. 828.628.3088
E-6?I9/*/*2- .910-,J- =61<8+- 18++0- 5- 8B9?9?+*A
?89*0D Easy access, SE sun exposure. Walk to clubhouse w/
access to hiking trail & waterfalls. Call 828.628.3088 $99,500
>+8F- 6::98?6@.+- .91- /*- ;8/>61+- 0+11/*2D& G#=5%&
#665--&,7&A7?"&:,$&B7:5&8;,B&#22&#:5$;,;5-&#=#;2#C25&,7&V;>B&
X;-,#3&/#22&J#"5$&KDK3DLM3NOOK3&\DYJ

09.?

09.?
09.?
09.?
09.?

+ ALMOST 1/2 ACRE 

OF GREEN SPACE! 3/2.5, 2-story w/cathedral ceilings. Open fl oor plan w/
huge great room, dining area & kitch w/bfast bar. Mas-
ter on main, walk-in closets. New agrihood subdivision 
;$&B5#",&70&E#;"=;583&F#$A&12#$-&#=#;2#C253&!"E#%$$$

;89;90+?-@</.?@86*?-*+,-@</.?-;.6*

Starter home! 4/2 open fl oor plan on private 1.04 
acres. Remodeled ktchn, new hdwood laminate & 
tile fl oors, fresh paint. Cvred porch & patio. Chicken 
6771&-,7"#>5&C2%>&1#",;#22A&C?;2,3&!E#4%#$$&/#22&)#$%#&
Treadway 828.424.1632

Quaint mountain home in small neighborhood.Stone FP, ca-
thedral ceiling, views. Split plan, master on main. LR & BRs 
open to deck. Lower level BR, full bath & fam rm w/ 1";=#,5&
patio. Rental potential, furniture neg. Call for info !EC$%$$$

9;1D-.6G+-8/2B10

Fairview Pointe! 0.88 acre lot w/ year-round views, paved 
#665--3&H76#,5%&;$&#&6?2&%5&-#6&891";=#6A3&R,"5#:&$5#"CA&
.&$#,?"#2&8#,5"0#223&!?;2%&A7?"&%"5#:&B7:5*&G";65%&?$%5"&
,#U&=#2?53&/#22&R71B;#&^$%5"877%&KDK3MOL3WNLL&!EC%#$$

!5#?,;0?2&T&27,-&;$&%5-;"#C25&E#;"=;58&/7::?$;,A&700&(:<
:#-&Q"7=53&P7#%&;-&%;",&C?,&8;22&C5&1#=5%&CA&-5225"3&G";<
=#,5&27,-&8;,B&:#,?"5&,"55-&#$%&6"55I&7$&27,&L3&G"717-5%&
C?;2%&12#$-&#=#;2#C25&6#22&07"&:7"5&;$07&KDK3MDK3NWKK

8+?<7+?-;8/7+;89;90+?-@</.?0-6>6/.D

W3TN&#6"5&27,&;$&R72#;"?-&567&=;22#>5&;$&42%&E7",3&S3Y&#6"5-&70&
common area is pasture with playground. 2 BR, septic, site 
graded. Gently sloping w/mtn views. 15 min Blk Mtn, 30 
min DT AVL. Call Devon Satchell 828.747.2694 !E'%'$$

*+,-./01/*2@<0/*+00-9;;981<*/1F 06.+-;+*?/*2

=91/>61+?-0+..+8

;8/7+-6?I<01=+*1

*+,-./01/*2

>/81<6.-19<8->/?+9K-LMNDOPJE1:*=P&
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Call to fi nd out how!

Equestrian estate! Riding ring, 4-stall barn.Mtn, sunset 
views. Radiant fl oor heat, fi replace, upgraded ktchn & main 
bath, open fl oor plan, deck, hot tub, patio, swimming hole, 
pond, trails. !444%$$$&/#22&+225$&V52:;6I&KDK3NDO3KTWW

+:#_;$>&,87<<-,7"A&67::5"6;#2&C?;2%&;-&#&?$;`?5&;$=5-,<
:5$,&7117",?$;,A&;$&E#;"=;58&8;,B&5$%25--&17--;C;2;,;5-3&
/#22&,7&-5,&?1&#&,;:5&,7&67:5&;$&#$%&-15#I&8;,B&?-&:7"5&
#C7?,&,B;-&1"717-5%&67::5"6;#2&C?;2%3&KDK3MDK3NWKK

N&!P&:7%5"$&0#":B7?-5&12#$3&Z$6"5%;C25&=;58&0"7:&27,&;$&B5#",&
of Fairview. 5 mins to AVL, Blue Ridge Pkwy & interstate. Lot 
in cul-de-sac perfect for single-family home. City water, lots of 
5U,"#-3&/#22&a5$$A&!"?$5,&KDK3MDK3NWKK&!("$%$$$

*+,-;89;90+?-@</.?
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-./0!+1!)234!+546-or a good portion of the winter, we 
have been wet and warm with lots of 
rainfall and mild temperatures. We 

started out the winter season quite cold in 
November, but then we were spoiled for a 
good part of December and into January 
with warmer-than-normal temperatures. 
I know I have enjoyed the milder weather. 
Th e warm part of the winter was dom-
inated by a Pacifi c fl ow of air across the 
country, coupled with lots of moisture 
from the Gulf of Mexico. However, winter 
made a comeback in January, and it isn’t 
over yet. In the latter half of January, the 
airfl ow originated from the frozen plains 
of central Canada, and indications are 
that we are in for a few weeks of colder 
weather. Considering how the winter has 
fl ip-fl opped from cold to warm already 
once this winter, I am quite sure it will do 
it again a time or two, and maybe we will 
get some snow as well. 

Groundhog Day is a popular tradition 
celebrated in the US and Canada each 
year on February 2. It derives from the 
Pennsylvania Dutch superstition that if a 
groundhog emerges from its burrow on 
that day and sees a shadow due to clear 
weather, it will retreat to its den and winter 
will persist for six more weeks. If it does not 
see its shadow because of cloudiness, spring 
will arrive early. While Punxsutawney Phil 
claims to be the nation’s offi  cial forecasting 

<""%&,)<6'/(H#S
groundhog, he’s not the 
only furry forecaster 
in the US. Some other 
notable contenders 
include General Beaure-
gard Lee of Atlanta; 

Sir Walter Wally of 
Raleigh; and Jimmy of Sun 

Prairie, Wisconsin, along 
with dozens of others. Believe or it or not, 
the Tennessee Groundhog of Silver Point, 
Tennessee, is actually someone dressed up 
like a groundhog on a motorcycle.

While Groundhog Day is a way to have a 
little fun at mid-winter, climate records 
and statistics tell us that winter isn’t over. 
Climatologically speaking, the three coldest 
months of the year are December, January 
and February, so winter typically still has a 
good bit to go when the groundhog comes 
out in search of his shadow.

,(2(.".0.=&12+>.*+?.11+
*$5$=(%+23(+'0&*$2(+
-$2$4$1(+,.%("5&@$2&.5+
8".="$*+$2+23(+A$2&.5$0+
'0&*$2&#+-$2$+'(52("<

'5$5"("C"PH!%CC)&A<5%XH#PE&F%(@&
(H:5&HA&%&7FH$5&H!5&$F%$&>"(:A&7F5#&
$F5&7%$5(&@("<C5$A&H#&>"P&>(55J5&
$"&$F5&"?$5(&A?(>%!5A&">&"Mc5!$A9&
It is often seen on trees atop 
:"?#$%H#A&%#@&(H@P5A&H#&7H#$5(E&
7F5#&C"7/F%#PH#P&!C"?@A&!%?A5&
>(55JH#P&>"P9&=FHA&>"P&>(55J5A&$"&$F5&
windward (wind-facing) side of tree 
M(%#!F5AE&M?HC@H#PA&"(&%#)&"$F5(&
A"CH@&"Mc5!$E&?A?%CC)&7H$F&FHPF&7H#@&
B5C"!H$H5A&%#@&%H(&$5:<5(%$?(5A&
M5$755#&.-&%#@&38&@5P(55A9

6!H5#$HA$A&%$&:5$5"("C"PH!%CC)&
5D$(5:5&<C%!5AE&A?!F&%A&'"?#$&
Washington in New Hampshire, 
">$5#&F%B5&$"&M(5%X&F?P5&!F?#XA&
of hard rime off weather equip-
:5#$&H#&"(@5(&$"&X55<&%#5/
:":5$5(A&%#@&"$F5(&:5%A?(H#P&
H#A$(?:5#$A&"<5(%$H#P9&

6">$&(H:5&HA&%&7FH$5&H!5&@5<"AH$H"#&
$F%$&>"(:A&7F5#&$F5&7%$5(&@("<C5$A&
H#&CHPF$&>(55JH#P&>"P&"(&:HA$&>(55J5&
$"&$F5&"?$5(&A?(>%!5A&">&"Mc5!$AE&
7H$F&!%C:&"(&CHPF$&7H#@9&=F5&>"P&
?A?%CC)&>(55J5A&$"&$F5&7H#@7%(@&

!"#$%&'(%$)&*"'(+#+$
(,-$."(#/"*0

!"#$"#%&'()*++(,(%$'(-./"0#
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!"5*3?,%&
!";%8&.@+)%A&""
!"<4>>,%2%)7&
!"B8$7$3*C%&
!"#,+$8,"8)*"@%$?8,"D,%)*&
!"50E439%"FBDGH"

I''&J83$:3%-
K3,378$A"8)*
<%)3+$"G3&9+4)7

AH@5&">&$(55&M(%#!F5AE&7H(5A&"(&%#)&
"$F5(&A"CH@&"Mc5!$A9

TC%J5&H!5&HA&AH:HC%(&H#&%<<5%(%#!5&$"&
!C5%(&H!5&M?$&HA&$F5&(5A?C$&">&%&!":/
<C5$5C)&@H>>5(5#$&<("!5AAE&"!!?((H#P&
during freezing rain or drizzle. It can 
>"(:&"#&$F5&A?(>%!5&">&%#&%H(!(%>$E&
<%($H!?C%(C)&"#&$F5&C5%@H#P&5@P5A&
and control surfaces, when fl ying 
$F("?PF&%&!C"?@&:%@5&">&A?<5(/
!""C5@&7%$5(&@("<C5$A9&*CC&>"(:A&">&
H!5&!%#&A<"HC&CH>$&%#@&!%#&F%B5&%&!%$/
%A$("<FH!&5>>5!$&"#&%#&%H(M"(#5&%H(/
craft. Ice is hazardous to planes, as 
it disrupts airfl ow, increases weight 
%#@&%@@A&@(%P9&Y5D$&:"#$FbA&$(HBH%&
question will deal with how aircraft 
@5/H!5&"#&$F5&P("?#@&%#@&H#&$F5&
air. This is quite an interesting 
<("!5AAa"#5&75&@"#b$&$FH#X&%M"?$&
%#@&:%)&$%X5&>"(&P(%#$5@9
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DOWNTOWN ASHEVILLE/SOUTH SLOPE 
2BR/2BA Luxurious condo with easy access to  
breweries, galleries, restaurants, and more.  
$848,000 MLS 3552883

SWEETEN CREEK Commercial property, three 
buildings, parking for 20, fenced. 1,000 SF apartment 
at the back of property, plus enclosed garage and a 
storage building. $435,000 MLS 3568628

CELEBRATING 20 YEARS!"#$%&$'()*+,&&
!"#$%&-)".%(/'(,&

Serving Black Mountain,  
Montreat, Asheville and the  

Swannanoa Valley since 1999

Our Asheville office is conveniently 
located in Eastwood Village across  
from Ingles on Highway 74. 

4 Olde Eastwood Village, Unit 201 
828.298.1540 | greybeardrealty.com

Looking for a property management company?

Greybeard’s Property Management division manages over 400 vacation and long-term rentals in the 
Asheville area. Learn more at greybeardrentals.com or call 855.923.7940. 

1.97 Acre Lot in  
Lake Lure, Indian 
Head Acres  
$13,990 MLS 3521819

.92 Acre in Briar 
Ridge Drive, Fairview 
$74,000 MLS 3488850

Byers Park Lot  
with .61 acres  
$45,500 MLS 3277895

1.98 Acre Lot in  
Lake Lure, Laurel 
Mountain Estates 
$49,900 MLS 3526021

Fletcher: .83 Acre  
Lot in Fox Ridge 
$87,900 MLS 3543428

LOTS AND LAND

ASHEVILLE: TOWN MOUNTAIN 4BR/3BA 
Spectacular long-range views of the Blue Ridge 
Mountains and downtown. Enjoy privacy and  
outdoors from 3 decks. $979,000 MLS 3550643

FEATURED LISTINGS !""#$%%#$&$'%$(%"#%')*'+,)#$*#,-".("$-/-"$%*.0123

SWANNANOA: 3BR/4BA Lower level has separate 
living quarters. $449,000 MLS 3504094

SOL
D
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(homas Foster was given the title of 
captain as a sign of respect. He never 
served in the military, as far as I 

know. He was in the forefront of almost 
every action or project that took place 
in Buncombe County during his life. He 
represented the county in the state house 
of commons in 1809, 1812, 1813 and 1814. 
He represented the county in the state 
senate from 1817 to 1819.

Thomas had an uncle named Thomas 
Forster. Forster was born in Virginia on 
January 22, 1751. This uncle often signed his 
name as Thomas Forster Sr. in order to tell 
the two apart. The elder Thomas married 
Miss Rafferty in South Carolina and moved 
to Abbeville, SC, after their marriage. He 
moved back to Buncombe later in life. He 
had a farm on Beaverdam Creek and died 
there in early 1839. He was appointed to 
a commission to acquire land for a public 
square for Asheville in 1807.
T1.00@).7U)(2/)2'/@U)L(++@)%#)
3(+%&,IM
Orra Sams Foster’s parents came to live in 
a house on the farm of Thomas Foster in 
their later years. Edmund and Nancy Anne 
were in their late 80s at the time. Edmund 
had grown fond of petting and spoiling 
animals, and one cow of Tommy Foster’s 
was his favorite pet. Edmund began 
feeding her so much it was a threat to her 
health, and Captain Foster warned his 
father-in-law about overfeeding the cow. 
One morning Foster got up earlier than 
usual and headed for the barn. Sams saw 
him coming and Foster overheard him say, 
“Hurry up, old lady, Tommy is coming.”

In 1851, a commission was formed to 
build a plank road from Asheville to 
Greenville, SC. Representatives from the 
road commission went to Captain Foster’s 
house to ask what payment he would require 
to let them build a road across his property. 
Foster, who was sick at the time, told them 
they would discuss it after the road was built. 
When A.T. Summey, an agent for the plank 
road commission, came to Captain Foster’s 
after the road was complete, Foster told him 
the commission owed him nothing. The 
road had increased the value of his property.

Orra Sams Foster died on August 17, 

1853. Her husband, Captain 
Foster, began to dispose of 
his belongings. His son (my 
great-great grandfather), 
Benjamin Franklin “Frank” 
Foster Sr. (1817–1893), sent 
his 6-year-old daughter, Mary 
Foster (1852–1912, my great 
grandmother), to stay with 
her grandfather to keep him 
company.

My grandfather, Henry 
Harrison Ingle Sr. (1884–1973), 
said his mother told him a story 
about three enslaved people her grandfather 
owned at the time, a man and a woman and 
their little boy. Mary said Captain Foster 
freed them and gave them paperwork to 
prove they had been freed. At that time, 
there was no such things as motels. At night, 
people would choose a favorable place on the 
side of the road to sleep. The freed woman 
woke up the next morning and found that 
her son and husband were gone. She looked 
all over for them without success. She gave 
up and went back to Captain Foster and told 
him what happened. She asked if she could 
stay there until she found a place go and 
decide what she was going to do. He said she 
could stay a while.

Captain Foster knew he did not have long 
to live. He was trying to get rid of what he 
had. He went to see a farmer about selling 
some of his livestock. Foster noticed a 
young black boy in the distance who looked 
familiar to him, and he asked the man about 
him. The farmer told him that the boy had 
belonged to Foster. The boy’s father had 
come by his farm three or four weeks ago 
and told him he needed money to open a 
business in the city. He sold his son to the 
farmer to get money to start the business and 
left. Foster made some kind of trade with the 
man to get the boy back and took him back 
home with him.

Captain Foster stopped in front of his 
house and told the boy to stand behind him. 
My great grandmother said Foster called for 
the boy’s mother to come out in front of the 
house, as he needed to tell her something. 
He had to call her several times, and finally 
she came out. My great grandmother said 
the woman said, “I don’t have time for you. 

I’ve got work to do!” Foster 
then stepped aside and 
revealed her son standing 
behind him. My grandfather 
said his mother told him she 
had “never seen as much 
hugging, kissing, crying 
and snotting in her life.” My 
grandfather said no one ever 

heard of the boy’s father again.
Captain Thomas Foster died on December 

24, 1858. He, his wife and both of their 
parents are buried in Newton Academy.

The Asheville paper published the 
following obituary on January 6, 1859.
+5&%(5&<%H#5@&$"&%##"?#!5&$F5&@5%$F&
of CAPT. THOMAS FOSTER. He died 
%$&FHA&(5AH@5#!5&"#&$F5&67%##%#"%E&
$7"&:HC5A&5%A$&">&*AF5BHCC5&"#&K(H@%)&
$F5&3Z&?C$9&fG5!5:M5(&.-1-g&H#&$F5&-1$F&
year of age. He had lived in Buncombe 
L"?#$)&>"(&20&)5%(A&%#@&7%A&7H@5C)&
known and universally esteemed. CAPT 
FOSTER represented this district in the 
6$%$5&65#%$5&H#&.-08E&.-.3E&.-.OE&%#@&
.-.Z&%#@&(5<(5A5#$5@&I?#!":M5&H#&$F5&
House of Commons in 1817 and again 
H#&.-.89&f=F5&<%<5(&(5B5(A5@&FHA&$H:5A&
H#&$F5&A$%$5&A5#%$5&%#@&F"?A59g&IC5AA5@&
7H$F&%&!C5%(E&A$("#P&%#@&!":<(5F5#AHB5&
mind, his views on public questions 
75(5&%C7%)A&5%P5(C)&A"?PF$&%#@&P(5%$C)&
(5A<5!$5@9&*A&%&#5HPFM"(E&!H$HJ5#E&%&
father and a friend, he was faultless. His 
@5%$F&F%A&!(5%$5@&%&B%!??:&7FH!F&7HCC&
not be easily filled. He died calmly and 
<5%!5>?CC)&F%BH#P&%&@5AH(5&$"&@5<%($&
%#@&M5&%$&(5A$9&I?(H%CN&Y57$"#&*!%@5:)&
L5:5$5()E&*AF5BHCC5h

Captain Thomas Foster and his wife Orra 
Sams had 11 children, all born in what is 
now called Biltmore.
1.  Nancy Foster was born on November 17, 

1797. She married James Mitchell Alex-
ander, 1793–1858. She died in Alexander, 
Buncombe County, on January 14, 1862. 
They built and owned the Alexander Inn 
in Alexander.

2.  Elizabeth Heath Foster was born on 
January 15, 1799. She married George 
Couples Alexander, 1790–1880. They 
built and owned the Alexander Inn in 
Swannanoa. She died in Swannanoa on 
January 24, 1884.

3.  John Wesley Foster was born on January 
30, 1802. He married Ann Demaris 
Ratcliff, 1812–1849, then Anna Glance, 
1819–1907. He died in Leicester in 1869.

4.  Edmund Sams Foster born January 19, 
1804. He married Sarah Mary Lucinda 
Foster, 1814–1874 (his first cousin). He died 
on August 16, 1843 in Buncombe County.

5.  William C. Foster was born June 23, 1807 
and died sometime after 1847, place 
unknown.

6.  Thomas H. Foster was born on October 
27, 1809. He married Matilda Dunn, 
1808–1864, and then Mary Keating, 
1808–1885. He died in Weakley County, 
TN, on February 25, 1899.

7.  Sarah Sams Foster was born on January 4, 
1812. She married Joseph Cruser David-
son, 1806–1891. She died on December 
15, 1890 in Buncombe County.

8.  Mary Caroline “Polly” Foster was born on 
July 12, 1814. She married Jesse Holling-
sworth Moody, 1797–1882. She died on 
August 5, 1844 in Buncombe County.

9.  Benjamin Franklin “Frank” Foster Sr. was 
born on January 19, 1817. He married 
Elizabeth Caroline Wolfe, 1824–1862, who 
was the daughter of William “Billy” Wolfe 
(1797–1847) and Jane Hayes (1794–1873). 
After Elizabeth’s death, he married a 
widow, Mary Ann Holder Benson, 
1844–1891. Frank died in August 1893 at 
the home of his daughter, Annie J. Foster 
Parham, 1868–1936, in the Deaverview 
section of West Asheville.

10.  Rachael Rebecca Foster was born on June 
2, 1820. She married a drover, William 
Garner (1810–1873 ca), from Win-
chester, Clarke County, KY, who would 
stop at the Thomas Foster farm going to 
and from Augusta, Georgia. She died at 
her home in Winchester around 1902.

11.  James M. Foster was born on January 22, 
1822 and died in Buncombe County on 
February 6, 1846.

:.#$0+3&12."&$5+B"9#(+C3&2$D("+%.#9*(521+
=(5($0.=;+&5+23(+6$&"7&(/+$"($<+E(+#$5+4(+
"($#3(%+$2+FGHIJKHL+."+4"9#(/3&2$D("M
4(001.923<5(2<

C'7$'%&)L6(+'#)TL(++@M)-(#$"0U)B'0$)LH(
3,".%4/&#+/%5#+.)+6%7#8,+%
,1%!'.9")0$)+6%:;6%#./%*+)#$<%
*+#./0,.%,1%=",7#0%>,0$)+?%%
@)%('A)/%1+,7%BCDBEBFBG?

Send your dog on a vacation!

www.FairviewBoarding.com
1923 Charlotte Hwy

828-628-1997

Family owned dog boarding 
facility.

Discounts available!

Fairview Boarding

WE SPEAK DOG!

!"#$%&'()*+$"#,-')*,".*
/,".01$23'.*$#'4(

!"#$%&'()*+,,-%'./'0(1%
!"!#"""#""!$%%&%%'()*++,*-./(012-3(#3+4%

3+,0-305,()4++,4-./(012-3(#3+4

Mountain Fairy Hair
is coming!     Feb. 15, 11am-3pm !"#$%&'$()*+,-.#/01+2.#/))345-,.)652.#/-
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VWVW)KDL*P8)8X*!F

Y(.0)VWVW)B0%+'0@)K($%&,)8.%/"

B:JLY)*P-D
9.&3(+E")C(.&$@)!"+(30'$#)
buncombedems.org++32Z/ZZ-3
facebook.com/BuncombeDems

9.&3(+E")C(.&$@)J"7.E2%3'&#
buncombegop.org++31O/1-00
facebook.com/buncombegop

9.&3(+E")C(.&$@)>%E"0$'0%'&#
lpbuncombe.com&&328/Z3O3
facebook.com/LPBuncombe

!"#$%&"'(&)*#H4IJKL;=M
INK@;4O%P4QQ4=!"#$%&'(&))&*+#,!
3JM4R@%L?%PNH4Q -,&(".&)+#,!
IN%K@;4O%L?%POJJIP4L5!"/&(',,!(&01+#,!
R4=4%PS==N5N45 2&*&3,0%!&0"#%+#,!
3J@Q%T?%H4O;Q4U4-,$).&'%)&5+#,!
=SOMN%5;PP;LH *6'7"1%((%0.+,01
;IU%TOJPSK@;L %!5/',(6#$%0+#,!
H4:;O%R;=LNKT .&8%'2%*0"#/9:9:+#,!
P4LQN4%M;QH4LM (&0)"&7%).&07+#,!
=JI%M=4U4L *,!7*&5&0+#,!
4O%NV;P4=@%!;LL4Q4&'";%(&*$<%00&)+#,!
;QHL4!%U;Q5 5%)19:9:+#,!

!"#$%&"'(&)*#L4RSPONK;QM
HJQ;OH%3?%=LSIRW%.,)%'.-*06!2+#,!
3J4%!;OM@ -,&<%'7$+,01
PNOO%!4OH%<&'.9:9:+,01

C1:P8F<)-DJ)VWVW
P"H)!%#$0%3$);'7#
=F5&!"#P(5AAH"#%C&@HA$(H!$A&>"(&$F5&
US House of Representatives and 
$F5&I?#!":M5&L"?#$)&L"::HAH"#/
5(A&75(5&(5@(%7#&M)&A$%$5&C5PHAC%/
tors. You may be affected. Confi rm 
)"?(&@HA$(H!$&M5>"(5&)"?&P"&$"&B"$5&
`A55&$F5&\KH#@&R"?(&GHA$(H!$\&A5!$H"#&
on facing page).

=F5&!%#@H@%$5A&%#@&(%!5A&M5C"7&
AF"?C@&M5&$F5&"#5A&)"?&A55&"#&
your ballot. However, we do have 
(5%@5(A&7F"&CHB5&H#&*AF5BHCC5&%#@&
Henderson County, so yours may 
C""X&@H>>5(5#$9&655&$F5&iKH#@&R"?(&
GHA$(H!$\&A5!$H"#&"#&$F5&>%!H#P&<%P5&
$"&P5$&H#>"(:%$H"#&%M"?$&!%#@H/
@%$5A&H#&)"?(&%(5%9

=FHA&HA&%&<(H:%()&5C5!$H"#E&A"&"#C)&
#":H#55A&">&)"?(&<%($)&7HCC&%<<5%(&

C:P!*!:LF<):P!)J:CF<):BBF:J*P8)DP)-:*JK*F5Z:JF:)9:>>DL<

PF5)KDLFJ)*P-D)CFPLFJ)PD5)DBFP
A new Election Services voter information center is open in the Ashe-
BHCC5&Mall (3 South Tunnel Road, Asheville) near Dillard’s. From voter 
registration to requesting absentee ballots, the space is designed to 
:%X5&H$&5%AH5(&>"(&$F5&<?MCH!&$"&%!!5AA&B"$H#P&%#@&B"$5(&H#>"(:%$H"#9&

=F5&!5#$5(&7HCC&%CA"&>?#!$H"#&%A&%&"#5/A$"<&5%(C)&B"$H#P&C"!%$H"#&>"(&
$F5&'%(!F&<(H:%()&%#@&$F5&P5#5(%C&5C5!$H"#&H#&Y"B5:M5(9&

V<5#&';KE&.0&%:;1&<:E&7H$F&5D$5#@5@&F"?(A&@?(H#P&5%(C)&B"$H#P9

K($"0)*!
Voters approved a Voter ID amend-
:5#$&$"&$F5&A$%$5bA&!"#A$H$?$H"#&H#&
2018. However, in a&G5!5:M5(&O.E&
30.8&"(@5(E&%&>5@5(%C&@HA$(H!$&!"?($&
blocked the photo ID requirement 
>(":&$%XH#P&5>>5!$9&

A%7)/.':')B7-C+7D)'&'9/-%,:E
D%8)<%),%/),''<)/%):.%>)+,
FG)/%)H%/'I

"#&)"?(&M%CC"$9&NO+$+5.*&5((+&1+"95I
5&5=+95.PP.1(%+/&23&5+23(+P$"2;Q+
23(;+/&00+5.2+$PP($"+.5+23(+4$00.2<

L%:<%HP#&75MAH$5A&F%B5&M55#&<("/
BH@5@&7F5(5&%B%HC%MC5&A"&$F%$&)"?&!%#&
(5A5%(!F&!%#@H@%$5A&>?($F5(9
G?5&$"&CH:H$5@&A<%!5E&75&%(5&?#%MC5&
$"&FHPFCHPF$&5B5()&(%!5&%#@&!%#@H/
@%$5&$F%$&7HCC&%<<5%(&"#&)"?(&M%CC"$9
Y"$&%<<5%(H#P&H#&$FHA&P?H@5&%(5&$F5&
>"CC"7H#P&!%#@H@%$5A&%#@&(%!5AN

•  Libertarian and Green Party can-
@H@%$5A&>"(&<(5AH@5#$&Q&^6&A5#%$5

j&YL&*?@H$"(

j&YL&L"::HAAH"#5(&">&*P(H!?C$?(5

• NC Commissioner of Insurance

j&YL&L"::HAAH"#5(&">&]%M"(

j&YL&65!(5$%()&">&6$%$5

j&YL&=(5%A?(5(

j&&YL&6?<5(H#$5#@5#$&">
Public Instruction

!()Y(.0)1(+"H(04
R"?&!%#&(5A5%(!F&3030&(%!5A&%#@&
!%#@H@%$5A&%$&$F5&>"CC"7H#P
75MAH$5AE&7FH!F&%CC&!C%H:&$"&M5&
#"#<%($HA%#N

j&&["$5A:%($9"(P

•  RealClearPolitics.com 

j&&I%CC"$<5@H%9"(P

• PolitiFact.org

j&&]5%P?5&">&+":5#&["$5(A
(lwvab.org)
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;)"/2&$G4$B%H=2&$+D-$

!"#,-!"&#-.#%&$%&"&)*+*'/&"#00
8'&"$!2##'"=$+,-$1")%#,''"%73,0#,)10&77+#,!
320$,"1'=$+,-$!,&.%8"73,0#,)10&77+#,!
3':)"0#$IJ;)0"$+,-$,7$&%3,0#,)10&77+#,!
F)'##'K$84$F/':0$+,-$
3%#&(,,/+#,!=2$"''"220"#&3,0#,)10&77
;7010$>22H=*"##$+,-$<,,.7!%''>)#+#,!
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3"77)0<$?%//'#$+D-$(600"'3,0#,)10&77+#,!
?@600"''4$%74.0,22&.4,6*4,34*$&40%#&+A

3"H'=2&$!"<7)2/&$+D-$!%."7,)#%<*$,0)+#,!
N'*$,"1'=$+D-43%#&(,,/+#,!=B"!C%8"7DE
,"&$,/'=:2##$+D-$
;7010&$50M070O$N/4$+D-$
,'##2&$;4$80&7/@$+D-
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N20@$I=Q2/&0$+D-$
R"&:0$F"770/=2&$+D-$
6#Q0/7$>'#0@O$N/4$+D-$

1-/&%)-%
D2@$!22K0/E$+,-40,5#,,2&0+#,!
9/&0=7$.4$D0010=$+,-4&0)&7*0&&8&7+#,!
;7010&$N4$,'5'2/0$+A-$
B2##@$8/"&(0$+D-43%#&(,,/+#,!=
DEI,''5F0%)1&
,"&$52/0=7$+D-$.%)3,0&7*+#,!

2'&!*&)+)*#1-/&%)-%
!)"S$?0"=#0@$+,-4#$%;(&%7'&5+#,!
G12&&0$A0<'=$B2##0@$+,-$
58,))&'&<"7$,''&5+#,!
D2&$T0<72&$+,-$
6##0&$.)2*"=$+,-4%''&)*$,!%7-0+#,!
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?%HH@$?0&(0#$+D-4(6..53,0)#+#,!
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8,*&#,#$0%)3,0)#'*1,8+#,!

D0&00$9##*0/=$+D-$
8/0($80Q)"/H7$+D-$-,")*&%!10&1+#,!
3"/M$N2)&=2&$+D-$
N2)&$A4$D'770/$+D-$
3"/M$D2Q'&=2&$+D-$!%0/0,(")7,)3,0)#+#,!
;:277$;72&0$+D-$&'&#*7#,**7*,)&+#,!
6&H@$>0##=$+D-$%).5<&''7+,01
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N'*$IJT0'##$+D-4-"!,)&"'')#+#,!
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3-99'""'-)&%4#('"*%'3*#:
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Low miles! A/C, auto, cruise, 
tilt, bedliner, one owner. 
Warranty included!

73k miles! A/C, bulkhead, 
inverter, PDL, warranty included

6K miles! PW, PDF, telescopic 
wheel. 

300 miles! Mercedes diesel, 
PW, PDL, telescopic wheel, 
cruise & more!

One owner! PW, PDL, tilt, cruise, 
alloy wheels, Bluetooth, audio 
controls & more!

One owner! 5.0 V8, auto, ARE 
fi berglass bed cover, PW, PDL, 
tilt, cruise, tow pkg & more

$18,995

23K miles! V8, auto, PW, 
PDL, tilt and telescopic wheel, 
cruise, Bluetooth and much 
more!

1021 Charlotte Highway, Fairview, NC // 828-222-2308 

$15,995

$19,995

$17,995

$31,995

$39,995

Family owned for over 40 years!

LIK
E N

EW!

LIK
E N

EW!

Easy Financing!

Low Rates!

Extended Warranties 

Available!www.HIGHCOUNTRYTRUCKANDVAN.com

2015 NISSAN FRONTIER 
SV KINGCAB 4x4

2015 EXPRESS G2500 
CARGO VAN

2019 MERCEDES SPRINTER 
3500 16' BOX TRUCK

2013 FORD F150 XL 
SUPERCAB 4x4

2017 NISSAN TITAN 
S LONGBED 

2019 RAM PROMASTER 2500 
HIGH ROOF CARGO VAN

One owner!

Factory 
warranty!

Factory 
warranty!

K($%&,)[W[

\XF<L*DP<S)!"## V]WZ^VWW $%&'()(* E.&3(+E"3(.&$@I(0,_?($"

JF8*<LJ:L*DP
="&B"$5&H#&YLE&"#5&:?A$&M5&%&^6&
!H$HJ5#&%#@&(5AH@5#$&">&YL&7F"&F%A&
CHB5@&H#&$F5&!"?#$)&F5&"(&AF5&H#$5#@A&
$"&B"$5&H#&>"(&%$&C5%A$&O0&@%)A9&*&!H$H/
J5#&:?A$&%CA"&M5&%$&C5%A$&.-&)5%(A&">&
age. If the individual has been con/
BH!$5@&">&%&>5C"#)E&FHA&"(&F5(&(HPF$&
$"&B"$5&:?A$&F%B5&M55#&(5A$"(5@9&*&
B"$5(&H#&YL&!%##"$&!C%H:&$F5&(HPF$&
$"&B"$5&5CA57F5(59
The deadline to register is
February 7. If you don’t register 
by that date, you may only vote 
through early voting.

1(H)$()0",%#$"0)`(0).7/'$")
@(.0)0",%#$0'$%(&a
.9&KHCC&"?$&%&(5PHA$(%$H"#&>"(:
(78274!9:;31&!%#&M5&>"?#@&%$&
ncsbe.gov/Voter-Information/
VR-Form. If you have Acrobat on 
your computer, you may fill out the 
>"(:&"#CH#5&%#@&<(H#$&H$9&V(&)"?&!%#&
print it and then fill it out.
<;2704=!9:;31&AF"?C@&M5&%B%HC%MC5&

at county election board offices, 
<?MCH!&CHM(%(H5AE&FHPF&A!F""CAE&%#@&
college admissions offices.
39&'%HC&$F5&AHP#5@&%#@&!":<C5$5@&
>"(:&$"N)Election Services, PO Box 
2Z,-E&*AF5BHCC5E&YL&3--03/2Z,-
North Carolina does not allow 
online voter registration.

C(22",")#$./"&$#
L"CC5P5&A$?@5#$A&!%#&(5PHA$5(&%#@&
B"$5&H#&$F5&c?(HA@H!$H"#&">&$F5H(&
residence. If a college student con/
AH@5(A&FHA&"(&F5(&A!F""C&%@@(5AA&$"&
M5&FHA&"(&F5(&(5AH@5#!5E&$F5&!"CC5P5&
A$?@5#$&:%)&(5PHA$5(&%#@&B"$5&H#&$F5&
!"?#$)&7F5(5&$F5&A!F""C&HA&C"!%$5@9

-*P!)YDXJ)!*<LJ*CL
To confirm or find your senate and 
house districts, go to vt.ncsbe.gov/
W5P]X?<&%#@&5#$5(&)"?(&#%:5E&
$F5#&!CH!X&"#&)"?(&#%:5&"#&$F5&
next screen. You will also find a 
A%:<C5&M%CC"$&$F5(59&R"?&:%)&%CA"&
!%CC&$F5&!"?#$)bA&B"$5(&(5PHA$(%/
$H"#&A<5!H%CHA$E&4")!5&U%#%B5CE&%$&
310/Z3089&`V(&BHAH$&$F5&#57&B"$5(&
H#>"(:%$H"#&!5#$5(&%$&$F5&*AF5BHCC5&
Mall. See facing page.)

F:J>Y)Q):9<FPLFF
KDL*P8)
=F5&"#5/A$"<&iH#/<5(A"#\&%MA5#/
$55&<("!5AA&<5(:H$A&B"$H#P&%$&%#)&
@5AHP#%$5@&C"!%$H"#&<(H"(&$"&5C5!/
$H"#&@%)9&No photo ID is needed.

!'$"#_$%+"#)=(0)'22)#%$"#N
-"E0.'0@)[bc[^)'&/)[dcVe
+55X@%)AN -&%:;2NO0&<:
6%$?(@%)&%#@&6?#@%)N&.0&%:;,&<:
February 29 (Saturday): 8 am–3 pm

>(3'2)"'02@)?($%&,)#%$"
-'%0?%"H)>%E0'0@&;&.&=%)C"(&W"%@E
K%H(BH579
>3(+0&4"$";+&1+$+1&2(+O."+($"0;+7.2&5=+
only. To find where to vote after 
($"0;+7.2&5=+(5%1Q+1((+23(+R6&5%+
S.9"+-&12"&#2R+1(#2&.5+.5+23&1+P$=(<

:E#"&$"")?($%&,
K"(&%!$HB5&@?$)&:HCH$%()E&$F5H(&>%:/
HC)&:5:M5(AE&%#@&^6&!H$HJ5#A&CHBH#P&
abroad, go to FVAP.gov and follow 
$F5&%MA5#$55&M%CC"$&H#A$(?!$H"#A&
$"&(5!5HB5&%&M%CC"$9&L%CC&310/Z333&
with questions.
All others may request an absentee 

M%CC"$&>"(&%#)&(5%A"#&%A&C"#P&%A&
they complete a request form
(bit.ly/2xmvA2w) and return it:
;'%2: PO Box 7468
*AF5BHCC5E&YL&3--03
<3'&_"+'%2N&%MA5#$55M%CC"$9
request@buncombecounty.org
-'O: (828) 250-6262
*&)7"0#(&N&22&'!G"75CC&6$(55$E
*AF5BHCC5
V#!5&)"?(&>"(:&F%A&M55#&
(5!5HB5@E&%#&%MA5#$55&M%CC"$&
7HCC&M5&:%HC5@9&*MA5#$55&M%CC"$A&
:?A$&M5&<"A$:%(X5@&"#&"(&M5>"(5&
'%(!F&O&%#@&(5!5HB5@&M)&'%(!F&,&
%$&1&<:9&
`*&B"$5(bA&#5%(&(5C%$HB5&:%)&%CA"&
request an absentee ballot at the 
77 McDowell Street office.)

GJ)KJL)?FM")F!)
2"!G"13J!)$JL!=KN
6."+.9"+"($%("1+/3.+0&7(+&5+
T("2.5Q+P0($1(+7&1&2+
hendersoncountync.gov/
elections O."+*."(+&5O."*$2&.5<
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!(#!)#%/!I*0C(I!*3!/*'CC)

#steoarthritis, commonly known as 
wear-and-tear arthritis, is a condi-
tion in which the natural cush-

ioning between joints—cartilage—wears 
away. When this happens, the bones of 
the joints rub more closely against one 
another with less of the shock-absorbing 
benefits of cartilage. The rubbing results 
in pain, swelling, stiffness, decreased 
mobility and, sometimes, the formation 
of bone spurs.

The most common cause of osteoarthri-
tis of the knee is age. Almost everyone will 
eventually develop some degree of osteoar-
thritis. However, several factors increase 
the risk of developing significant arthritis 
at an earlier age, such as heredity, gender 
(women ages 55 and older are more likely 
than men to develop osteoarthritis of 
the knee), repetitive stress injuries, and 
athletic activity. 

Additionally, people with rheumatoid 
arthritis, the second most common type 
of arthritis, are more likely to develop 
osteoarthritis. People with certain meta-
bolic disorders, such as iron overload or 
excess growth hormone, also run a higher 
risk of osteoarthritis.
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There are various symptoms that can 
indicate that you are suffering from 
osteoarthritis in the knee.

of treatment are to relieve the pain and 
return mobility. There are many types of 
treatments, and a typical plan will involve 
a combination of them.
Weight loss. Losing even a small amount 
of weight, if needed, can significantly 
decrease knee pain from osteoarthritis.
Exercise. Strengthening the muscles 
around the knee makes the joint more 
stable and decreases pain. Stretching 
exercises help keep the knee joint mobile 
and flexible.
Pain relievers and anti-inflammatory 
drugs. This includes over-the-counter 
choices such as acetaminophen (Tylenol), 
ibuprofen (Advil, Motrin) or naproxen 
sodium (Aleve). Don’t take over-the-
counter medications for more than 10 days 
without checking with your doctor. Taking 
them for longer increases the chance of 
side effects. 
Injections of corticosteroids or hyaluronic 
acid into the knee. Steroids are powerful 
anti-inflammatory drugs. Hyaluronic acid 
is normally present in joints as a type of 
lubricating fluid.
Surgery. Surgery is only a viable option 
when other treatment options are 
exhausted.
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Technology and treatments used on and 
by professional athletes are showing 

The list includes:
•  pain that increases when you are active 

but gets a little better with rest;
•  swelling;
•  feeling of warmth in the joint;
•  stiffness in the knee, especially in the 

morning or when you have been sitting 
for a while;

•  decrease in mobility of the knee, making 
it difficult to get in and out of chairs or 
cars, use the stairs, or walk;

•  creaking, crackly sound that is heard 
when the knee moves; and

•  inability to squat.
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The diagnosis will begin with a physical 
exam and X-rays by your doctor. 

If he or she determines that you have 
knee osteoarthritis, the primary goals 
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promise in helping treat arthritic knees—
even in very arthritic knees.
Laser therapy. Studies show that laser 
therapy can increase heal blood flow, 
reduce pain and inflammation and help 
heal the remaining cartilage.
Scar tissue release. A part of any painful 
joint is the gradual buildup of scar tissue 
that wears out tendons, ligaments and 
muscles. Reducing scar tissue can often 
bring relief. 
Neuromuscular re-education. Restoring 
normal brain-nerve-muscle control to the 
controlling knee muscles can often reduce 
pain, improve movement and reduce 
“clicking.”
Radial shock wave therapy. Used to 
stimulate blood flow and enhance 
the body’s own healing potential of a 
damaged joint. 
Magnetic therapy. Often called PEMF, 
which stands for pulsed electromagnetic 
field therapy, this treatment using magnets 
has been shown in studies to be highly 
effective for helping arthritic knees when 
used alone.
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Fairview Landscaping would like to wish all of you a very 
Happy New Year. And to remind you of all the things that we 
do such as tree removal, storm debris cleanup,  all types of 
drainage issues, grading and gravel road repair.  This is just 
some of our expertise. Give us a call and we can talk about 
what you need done. We are fully insured and a licensed  
general contractor. And we show up one time… every time!

Having a hard time getting out because of that 
washed out driveway? Basement fl ooding from all 

this rain? Drainage issues in your yard? 
We can fi x all that for you. We clean up storm debris and slides. 

We’re experts at grading and clearing. 
If you’re planning on hydroseeding, get on our list now: 

the season will be here before you know it. 

We are a fully insured and licensed general contractor. 
And we show up on time — every time.
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Ne all have one—that 
voice that fre-
quently pops into 

our mind and fi lls us with 
fear, doubt, worry and more. 
Th e mind is truly the one 
and only thing that can 
demolish our best intentions. 
It creates our problems, 
excuses and procrastinations 
that allow us to settle for 
less.

Th e decision to lose 
weight, improve your 
health or change your life 
in any way is one to be fully 
respected. Th e journey can 
be scary, and as a result the 
mind can easily enter into 
a state of fear, doubt and 
negativity. When we enter 
into this state of suff ering, we oft en tell 
ourselves stories, such as, “I don’t like the 
foods.” “I have low energy.” “I’m bored.” 
“I feel deprived.” “It’s not fair.” “I’m too 
busy.” “I don’t have the fi nances.” “I feel 
good enough.”
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What’s wrong is always available, but so is 
what’s right. Th e stories listed above 
are simply ones you are telling yourself. 
Stories fi lled with problems, excuses 

and procrastinations. You must, instead, 
change your story to one that will 
encourage your growth toward living an 
extraordinary life. If you don’t master 
your body, if you don’t create the best 
vehicle for yourself, there is no way that 
you can enjoy your wealth, career success, 
relationships and life contributions to the 
maximum capacity.

Here are some stories you could tell 
yourself instead: “I recognize that 

nothing in life is 
fair.” “I can either 
‘deprive’ myself 
of this chip or of 
the life that I truly 
want and deserve.” 
“I look and feel 
so much better—I 
recognize that 
eating (fi ll in your 
favorite food) isn’t 
worth it.”
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Discomfort or 
pain is not a sign 
of suff ering but 
a sign of growth 
and success. Th ink 
about an Olympic 

athlete—let’s say a runner. Do you think 
they ever get blisters? When they do, do 
they give up and stop? Defi nitely not. 
Th ey push on and get stronger while 
their body creates a callus so that they 
never get that same blister again. Just like 
them, it’s time for you to go beyond your 
comfort level.

As another example, think about what 
it takes to build a bicep muscle. If you 
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don’t overload the muscle, allow it to be 
sore, and then repair itself to become 
stronger, then the muscle never grows. 
So sit with your discomfort, allow it to 
be there, and let that be okay. Pain and 
discomfort are part of life; it’s suff ering 
that is a choice. Th e only way to get 
through the challenge and reach a new 
level in your life is to sometimes be 
uncomfortable. 
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Remember that your soul strengthens 
through challenge. When what you’re 
doing gets hard, most people give up. But 
this doesn’t have to be you.

Th is journey of achieving better health 
is one of the most challenging yet 
rewarding journeys of your life. Once 
you have committed to creating dramatic 
change in your life, stick with it and 
honor yourself. You are amazing, you are 
deserving, you are worth it and, most of 
all, you can do it.

Lead with your heart, train your mind 
and do not negotiate with your body.
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HELPING YOU LIVE LIFE.

1356 Charlotte Highway 
(next to post office and Food Lion)

828.338.0707 
www.southeastpt.com  

Serving Fairview, Fletcher,  
Gerton and Reynolds

All referrals and insurances 
welcome

Walk-ins welcome!

LOCALLY OWNED & OPERATED!
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3espite ending support for Windows 
7 on January 14 of this year, 
Microsoft will continue updating 

the virus signatures for Microsoft Security 
Essentials, their anti-virus software. 
This doesn’t mean total protection, but 
Microsoft seems to be realizing that not 
everyone is going to jump to Windows 10 
by the middle of January. Google’s Chrome 
browser will continue to be supported on 
Windows 7 for at least 18 months. Firefox 
is likely to do the same, if their long 
support for XP years ago is any guide.

Keeping the look of Windows 7 when you 
are in Windows 10 is possible with Open 
Shell (the successor to Classic Shell). Go to 
fairviewtowncrier.com/links for the link.

If one of your resolutions was to try out 
some on-line learning, you’ll need help 
searching for the right massive open 
online course (MOOC). There are so 
many of these online courses that they 
have their own search engines. Start with 
Course Root, one of the more compre-
hensive, to figure where you could begin. 
MOOC-List provides a very comprehen-
sive set of filters to narrow down to your 
almost perfect course, including a special 
section of self-paced courses. And, yes, 
Google is in this game with its own set 
of courses. Go to fairviewtowncrier.com/
links for links to these sites.

Rather than having to search every day 

for new results for the same old search, 
check out Google Alerts (google.com/
alerts), which will let you set up a search so 
you are emailed when new results show up. 
They include some suggestions that you can 
experiment with and a preview of what that 
alert would currently show. Don’t forget to 
check out the options part too.

More than 100 PBS stations now 
stream through YouTube TV, increasing 
the number of ways to get their content 
when you have cut the cord.

Jumping cursors on laptops can often be 
tamed by turning off trackpad features, 
including many of the multi-gesture two-, 
three- and four-finger flicks. On a Mac, 
go into System Preferences, then click 
on Trackpad. Start unchecking boxes for 
gestures you don’t use. In Windows 10, use 
the one-line search box to find Touchpad 
and start with changing sensitivity to low. 
Also look for and turn off gestures. Dangling 
bracelets and other jewelry might also be 
creating problems, as could other wireless 
and Bluetooth devices close by. And make 
sure your antivirus is up to date and consider 
running a full scan, just in case.

Bill Scobie fixes computers 
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-or Thanksgiving, Food For Fairview 
purchased 100 frozen turkeys for the 
96 food-deficient families that signed 

up for the holiday meal. The turkeys cost 
the pantry approximately $2,400. The 
pantry handed out 90 turkeys and meals to 
families who had signed up before Thanks-
giving. Families who had not signed up 
showed up after 5 pm to pick up any 
turkeys that were not claimed. There are 
always families who do not show up for 
the turkeys and meals. The meals included 
boxed mashed potatoes, gravy mix, a large 
can of corn, a large can of green beans, 
a can of mushroom soup, a bag of onion 
rings (green bean casserole), rolls, butter 
and a frozen pie for dessert.

The Emergency Food Assistance 
Program (TEFAP) provided these families 
with a bag of potatoes, a bag of apples and 
a bag of grapes. Not including the TEFAP 
items, everything the pantry provided 
to these families was purchased at retail 
prices by the pantry manager from local 
retail locations, including Food Lion. Food 
for Fairview is very grateful for all the 
assistance the local Food Lion provides to 
food-deficient people in Fairview.

The pantry is still interested in finding 
someone to be the pantry’s assistant 
manager. The basic requirement is for 
someone who can be at the pantry on 
Monday afternoons and alternate Tuesday 

mornings and who has computer skills. 
The pantry manager’s job description 
includes involvement of about 15 hours 
per week. An additional requirement is a 
genuine desire to help meet the needs of 
their food-deficient Fairview neighbors.

Through this request for an assistant 
pantry manager, a number of new volun-
teers have come forward. There was a new 
volunteer shopper at the pantry last month. 

Jeff Cole is the Executive Director of Food 
For Fairview, which is a tax-exempt 501©(3) 
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How You Can Help
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Highway) to collect nonperishable 
items: Americare Pharmacy at 1185 
Charlotte Highway, and the Fairview 
Public Library at 1 Taylor Road. 
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Nhen we moved to 
Fairview in the 
spring of 1997, 

I was surprised by how 
excited Walter’s family 
was to have us in the com-
munity. I was more than a 
little nervous moving into 
this community, where 
all of my neighbors were 
somehow related—aunts, 
uncles and cousins to the 
nth degree. I think some 
of their excitement came 
from the fact that we were 
probably a great source of amusement 
for them.

We were a fairly newly married, 
college-educated couple who essentially 
had no idea how to do most of the things 
that were second nature to them. They 
very kindly answered all of our stupid 
questions and demonstrated skills that 
they had used all their lives. 

Aunt Eva showed us how to skin and 
cook our first squirrel. Her daughters, Deb 
and Sherry, plowed our garden that first 
year. Her other daughter, Kaye, taught us 
old-fashioned remedies, such as pouring 
kerosene on a cut to prevent soreness. 
Aunt Floye and her sons, David and Mike, 
walked the existing water lines with us and 

helped us figure out our own spring water 
system. Aunt Evelyn’s parents had lived 
on the property, and she pointed out the 
plant life that we’d want to keep. David and 
Charlie, cousins by marriage, taught us 
how to neuter our male goats.

We got even luckier a few months after 
we moved to Fairview when Walter’s 
mother and sister moved here to heal 
from their respective divorces. This gave 
us access to another generation, our niece, 
and later, through a new marriage, three 
more nieces and a nephew. When we 
brought our son into the world, I knew we 
had a firm network of folks to rely on for 
any child-rearing issues.

And then there are more distant 
relatives, such as Larry, who has or 
knows where to get whatever weird piece 
of equipment or gizmo you might need, 
and Todd and his nephews, who know 
how to run and fix any piece of equip-
ment out there. 

We were also very lucky in gaining 
some great neighbors. They were city 

folks like us, so it was up to us to help 
them adjust to their new surroundings 
and introduce them to our sources of 
knowledge. It has been interesting to 
watch the interaction between the new 
and old residents and to watch the mesh-
ing of ideas and lifestyles. It’s also been 
amazing to see the revival of some old 
ideas put in new contexts and new ideas 
incorporated into existing situations. 

There’s a saying that it takes a village to 
raise a child, and I believe that. I’ve lived 
that as a child and as a mother. It would 
also seem that it takes a village to work 
a farm as well. There is no way that we 
could have succeeded the way we have 
without all the people in our family and 
our community. They have played a daily 
part in our development of the farm by 
sharing knowledge, information, hands 
and hearts. I can’t imagine where we’d 
be without them. Nearly everything we 
needed to know was available to us from 
this network of people. And no matter 
how busy they were or how silly the 
“need,” someone was available to help us.

We have had the joy of seeing the 
younger cousins, nieces and nephew 
grow up and start families of their own. 
And we’ve had the joy of being able to 
pass on the knowledge that we gained 
from the previous generation to some of 
the younger members of the family. It’s 
made me see how important the stream of 
knowledge is to a community.

In many ways, the knowledge we share 
makes us closer than the blood we share. 
It’s what makes the bonds grow between 
us. I’ll never be able to repay all the time, 
knowledge and laughs we shared with the 
aunts, uncles, cousins and mother who 
have passed since we moved here over 20 
years ago. My only hope is to settle the 
score by doing what I can to pass on the 
same to those who come after.

We thank those who have gone before 
us but have left us with their knowledge, 
wisdom and encouragement: Burgin 
and Eleanore Marlowe, Charlotte Ann 
Marlowe Harrill, Eva and Joe Miller, 
Deb and Charlie Jackson, Sherry Aikens, 
Johnny and Floye Marlowe, Evelyn Merrill 
and Tommy Dalton.
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Facing Chronic Knee Pain?
Bad Knee Arthritis?
Pain? Swelling?

Diffi culty With Stairs?
Tired of Hurting?
Nothing Helping?

$49*

LIMITED TIME OFFER!

NO SHOTS ï NO DRUGS ï NON SURGICAL SOLUTION TO

CAN SURGERY BE AVOIDED?
KNEE PAIN!

Dr. Edward Reilly D.C., CCSP, FIAMI, GT C
2 Fairview Hills Dr. | Fairview, NC 28730

*Or contracted co pay. If X Ray is necessary, it is not included in exam. If you decide to
purchase additional treatment, you have 3 days to change your mind and receive a refund.

828-490-4207CALL TODAY TO
SCHEDULE YOUR
APPOINTMENT!

NON SURGICAL
KNEE PAIN
EXAM SPECIAL!
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Winter Blues
Chicago native finds a home in Gerton
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Chicago became a blues town due 
to hundreds of African Ameri-
cans moving up and away from 

repressive conditions in the hot and 
sticky Deep South. But can you also get 
the blues from being cold?

That’s what brought bluesman Jimmy 
Anderson, known professionally as 
“Mr. Jimmy,” to Gerton.

He loved growing up and living in 
Chicago. “It was great for a blues 
musician, as I played all of the big clubs 
and the Chicago Blues festival,” he said, 
“but I couldn’t take the cold weather 
any longer—30 below zero started to 
become unbearable. My wife Jeannene 
and I were talking about moving to a 
better climate in an area with a healthy 
music scene, and one of my old friends 
recommended Asheville.”

But let’s go down to that crossroads later.
Jimmy grew up on the south side of 

Chicago as the second youngest of 
six boys. His parents loved music and 
would dance to all of the big band jazz 
groups, and they encouraged their sons 
to buy 45s, so there was always music 
on in the house. There were no other 
musicians in the family, though one of 

his brothers is an actor and one of his 
grandmothers was a burlesque dancer 
in the Vaudeville era.

He listened to his older brothers’ 
records, which included the Rolling 
Stones, Jimi Hendrix, the Doors and 
Santana. “I would read about their 
influences and study the writing credits 
on the albums—names like Willie Dixon, 
Muddy Waters, Howlin’ Wolf—and 
realized that many of these artists lived 
and played down the street from me,” he 
said. “I started to buy old blues records 
and later would go into the ghetto to see 
local blues musicians.” And he eventually 
played with them too, starting in 1978.

He was a sideman for older blues 
musicians, including Buddy Guy, Koko 
Taylor, Junior Wells, Jimmy Dawkins, 
James Cotton, Lefty Dizz and Johnny 
Twist. In 1983, he started his own 
group, The Chicago Kingsnakes, and 
recorded 10 albums and performed 
over 3,000 shows.

I asked him if he experienced any 
problems being a white man playing 
music normally associated with African 
Americans. “When I used to go to the 
Checkerboard Lounge on the southside 

of Chicago, near some housing projects, 
sometimes I would get hassled about 
being in the wrong part of town, but 
once inside the club everyone was 
cool,” he said. “I was there for all the 
right reasons and respected the music, 
musicians and culture of the blues.”

He toured with the older musicians, 
as well. “I was on the road with Little 
Milton, on the Chitlin Circuit, which 
is mostly black clubs, and we stayed in 
black hotels. People looked out for me 
and maybe treated me special. I have 
a fond memory of the time when the 
whole band was invited to a friend of 
Milton’s house for dinner. I ate soul 
food for the first time, and our hosts 
really got a kick out of that.”

He also hosted a radio show called 
“Confessin’ the Blues,” which included 
interviews with local Chicago blues 
musicians as well as performances. 
“The format was loosely based on 
Marian McPartland’s ‘Piano Jazz’ show,” 
he said. “I would intersperse relevant 
recordings in the show, and at the end of 
each program I would usually perform 
with the artist. I taped the show at my 
home studio and would film the live 
performances.” Go to fairviewtowncrier.
com/links for a direct link to the videos 
on Youtube.

the last one a beat-up 1910 log cabin in 
Gerton,” Jimmy said. “We fell in love and 
made an offer right on the spot!”

There are a lot of places to choose 
from in the Asheville area. Why did 
he and Jeannene choose the Fairview 
area? “In Gerton, we have wide-open 
spaces, clean air; there is a creek 
running through my backyard,” he said. 
“I’m a city boy who was used to living 
with very close neighbors. In Gerton, 
I basically take a hike every day when 
I’m walking my dog. I appreciate the 
small-town, local feel and the friendli-
ness of my neighbors.”

It also makes business sense. “I’m 
equidistant between Asheville and 
Hendersonville for gigs,” he said.

And speaking of gigs, how does a 
musician transition from being involved 
in one scene to another? “I didn’t know 
anyone in the area, so I started to go to 
local clubs and meet musicians,” he said. 
“One of the first people I met was Adi 
the Monk, and he told me about some 
venues and who to talk to. Also Chuck 
and Gill from the Knotty G’s invited me 
to play with them at their open mic at the 
Joint Next Door. I met Laura Thurston 
at Whistle Hop, and she gave me a lot 
of leads. I have found the local music 
community to be very friendly, and it has 
helped to make the transition successful.”

You can catch Mr. Jimmy at his 
regular Tuesday evening gig at the 
Asheville Club in downtown Asheville 
or the Big City Blues Jam at the 
Asheville Guitar Bar in the River Arts 
District on the last Friday of the month. 

And if you want to stay local, you can 
catch him next at the Joint Next Door 
on February 29 at 7 pm.

You can check his schedule and find 
out more information about him at his 
website, mrjimmymusic.com. 
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Jimmy was doing what he loved—play-
ing and listening to the blues—but it’s 
hard to make music pay the bills. During 
this time in Chicago, he also worked as 
a producer for Information Resources 
Inc., a global market research company. 
His boss there was Sue McConnell, 
who recommended he look at Asheville 
when he was thinking of moving out of 
Chicago. (She took her own advice, as she 
lives in East Asheville now.)

Jimmy had never been to Asheville 
before. On New Year’s Day in 2018, 
he and his wife drove down to look at 
properties. “We looked at a dozen homes, 
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1542 Cane Creek Road, Fletcher, NC 
628 8250

Office Hours: Monday"ñ "Friday: 8:00am"ñ "5:00pm
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Family Health Center at Cane Creek

Newborn, pediatric and adult care.
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The idea of starting a philosophy 
club at A.C. Reynolds High came 
from an incredible experience I had 

over the summer at NC Governor’s School 
East. In my philosophy class, the instruc-
tor made every minute about us and not 
about him. Kids my age from all different 
origins, ethnicities and home lives 
conversed in discussions. We questioned 
any topic a student wanted to raise, from 
reality and illusion to time and existential-
ism. I walked away from that class with an 
excitement I’d never felt before.

That class made such an impression on 
me that, more than anything, I wanted to 
emulate this for my peers at Reynolds. A 
friend who started the book club directed 
me to our principal, Doris Sellers, who 
informed me of the process for starting a 
club. I’d need to have a teacher sponsor it, 
have dedicated meetings, and write a paper 
to the principal on why the school would 
benefit from the club. 

A former teacher history teacher of mine, 
Mrs. Lewis, agreed to sponsor the club. 
When I asked her why, she said, “I think it’s 
important for young people to have a place 
to discuss, question, feel safe and to come 
together to have discussions they can’t have 
anywhere else.” Many find social media as 
a platform for these conversations, but I’ve 
found that students talking in person with 
their peers have a more personal, relatable 

experience that is more engaging. The 
sponsor teacher says that the biggest benefit 
she sees from the club is that it “builds 
better citizens in the way they choose to 
think.” The school approved the club, and 
we now meet every Tuesday morning.

In a warm classroom on a cool morning, I 
find myself with a varied group of boys 
and girls from 15 to 18 years old, all with 
different political and socio-economic back-
grounds, to discuss philosophy and ethics. 
This new club has twisted brains and made 
students question more about the world. 

The club teaches philosophy in a way that 
we feel is more appealing to teenagers. 
We don’t read books from ancient men or 
women or study passages from Nietzche or 
Plato. The club is designed to remove the 
possible stigma that philosophy may bring 
with it—of solitary pondering and intense 
independent development of thought. Our 
approach brings young students closer to 
the field by analyzing media more relatable 
to teenagers. An exposure to the classics of 
past generations can turn a young student 
away from philosophy, and this club is 
designed to prevent that from happening.

We usually watch a video that is an 
example of the topic we will discuss, from 
music videos by Kendrick Lamar to Japa-
nese game shows. Before playing the video, 
I tell the other students to try and spot how 
our topic fits with the video. For example, 

in a short film called “The Box” on YouTube 
about Plato’s Cave, I said, “Watch for who 
in this scenario represents God and who 
represents man.” One of the best feelings 
I get is looking at my peers’ faces as they 
intently dissect what they are seeing. I feel 
I have sparked something in them that is 
so central to who I am. The kids in the club 
are so intelligent, and I love hearing their 
unique perspectives. After watching “The 
Box,” a peer said, “Maybe man is God in 
this scenario.” That was totally unexpected, 
but in the best way possible.

Ben Reed, a junior in the club, said he 
“thought philosophy was about old ideas 
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and old ways of thinking, but in reality there 
are many modern takes on it.” Ben says that 
the philosophy club teaches him to “not be 
afraid to ask the biggest questions you have.”

The club is different from many clubs at 
the school in that there is no requirement to 
attend or tracking to be included. This is to 
encourage anyone to come at any time, and 
not to have it feel like an obligation, as this is 
a large hindrance to creativity. The club hopes 
to continue to thrive for years to come.
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By Kenya Hoffart 

Students at Fairview Elementary are 
falling in love with literacy this 
February and will end the month 

with a grand celebration for Read Across 
America week. Parents will be invited to a 
morning classroom event to explore this 
year’s theme, “Stewardship: Taking Care of 
Each Other and Our Planet.”

Every student in each grade level will 
receive their very own copy of a book 
specially selected for their age group 
that reflects the theme, and they will be 
encouraged to read it with their families. 
Parents will also get to see many different 
projects and activities students have 
participated in while exploring their new 
books. It will be a great time for families 
to engage in and celebrate reading, as 
well as share in their student’s love for 
literacy. Kindergartners will receive A 
Sick Day for Amos McGee by Philip C. 
Stead; first graders will receive Peach and 
Blue by Sarah Kilborne; second graders 
will receive City Green by DyAnne De 
Salvo-Ryan; third graders will receive 
Junkyard Wonders by Patricia Polacco; 
fourth graders will receive If Your Name 
was Changed at Ellis Island by Ellen 
Levine; and fifth graders will receive Wan-
gari’s Trees of Peace by Jeanette Winter.

During the same week, the school’s 
PTA will host a Scholastic Book Fair, 
where students will choose from a 
large variety of books and stories that 
are brought to life with unforgettable 
characters. Ending the week, staff and 
students will be invited to dress up as 
their favorite book characters. This is an 
event that always fills the halls at FES 
with excitement and adventure.

Students have personalized reading 
goals that allow them to grow individually. 
This leads to higher reading achievement, 
improved scores on comprehension assess-
ments and the ability to read more difficult 
books. This is a great confidence builder 
for students who may be struggling to 
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meet certain benchmarks and encourages 
them to keep trying. Recent studies have 
shown that students who read 15 minutes 
per day or more outside of school made 
accelerated reading gains. This can turn a 
struggling reader into one who meets or 
surpasses reading expectations. 

Our teachers are excited to see readers 
grow and celebrate their love for literacy. 
Exposing students to the adventure that 
awaits in a good book is very exciting, and 
involving families in the learning expe-
rience is always a rewarding time. Read 
Across America week is an initiative on 
reading created by the National Education 
Association. One part of the project is the 
observance of the birthday of Dr. Seuss, 
who said, “The more that you read, the 
more things you will know. The more that 
you learn, the more places you’ll go.”
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$any teenagers don’t really have 
control over what goes on around 
them. When things become too 

much for us, we don’t get to leave and try 
again. We don’t have the money or the 
resources to get away and start over. So, 

when we need a change, or to feel like we 
have control, what can we do? All we have 
are the little things—little rebellions, if you 
will. 

When I walk the halls of my high 
school, there’s a sea of little rebellions, 
such as dyed hair in every color, lots of 
piercings, and people with style aesthetics 
that may not fit the norm. I have a shaved 
patch on my head (My mom hates it!). To 
understand why we act this way, I spoke 
to a Fairview therapist, who wanted to 
stay anonymous. “My daughter had a 
goth phase; she dyed her hair, got tattoos 
and piercings,” she said. “It’s the same 
thing that made me go to peace rallies 
and listen to revolutionary music and 
ditch my bra. I think it’s just something 
that everybody goes through.”

My advice to parents who don’t like 
their children’s little rebellions is to think 
back to when you were a teenager and 
some of the stuff you did. Just because 
their rebellion don’t look like yours 
doesn’t make it any less normal.

“As a parent,” the therapist said, “I 

think the reason I was so worried about 
the phases my daughter was going 
through was that I thought that it was 
going to lead down a bad path, with 
drugs and addiction and stuff like that. I 
talked to one of my friends about it, and 
they just laughed at me and told me that 
it was just something [my daughter] was 
going to have to go through.”

Evie Dirschel, a junior at A.C. Reyn-
olds High, knows a lot about little 
rebellions. “I’ve dyed my hair six times, 
and I have six piercings—and counting,” 
she said. “I decided to do this because it 
allows me to express myself and be able 
to step out of my comfort zone.”

If you’re not a teenager, maybe you 
don’t remember that feeling of learning 
how to feel self-confident while trying 
something new. Adults are constantly 
trying to teach the kids around them 
hundreds of different things, and I think 
this skill just isn’t talked about enough. 
For teens, these little rebellions one way 
of developing this skill. And it’s fun to try 
out new things every once in a while.

When I asked Evie why these little 
rebellions were so important, she said, 
“I think teen expression allows for kids 
to find their true selves. By letting teens 
dress the way they want, there’s a sense of 
unity in ‘growing up.’”

Maybe these little rebellions mean a lot 
more than you realize.
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The A.C. Reynolds High School Student of the Month is Lewis Lopez.

He was nominated by ACRHS marketing teacher Charles Furlow, who said, 
”I appreciate Lewis’s outgoing, positive and happy personality. I am so 
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Roland-Hinson, another of his teachers, said, ”I have seen Lewis grow and 
mature over the past year into a wonderful young man. He is one of the 
most polite students I have taught. He always comes into class with a big 
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(his time of year, it’s often on our 
minds: weather. But did you ever 
wonder how snow day decisions are 

made for our local schools? Here’s your 
peek at what happens while you’re still 
sleeping:

It all starts at 4 am, if not before. Tommy 
Stotesbury, who is in charge of Parts and 
Dispatch and has been with the Buncombe 
County Schools Transportation Depart-
ment for eighteen years, knows his stuff 
and he knows the right people. 

Stotesbury is at work very early, 
checking the forecast and the radar, and 
making calls to key school transportation 
officials from nearby counties. If the storm 
is heading to us from the south, he’s on 
the phone with Henderson County. If it’s 
coming from due west, he’s talking to his 
contact in Haywood. And if it’s the typical 
“border counties” storm, he’s in touch with 
the right person in Madison County. He 
knows what’s heading our way.

By 4:15, BCS bus mechanics are on the 
road and using their two-way radios to 
let Stotesbury know the status of roads in 
all six Buncombe County school districts. 
And around 4:30, Superintendent Tony 
Baldwin and Assistant Superintendent 
Joe Hough arrive at the Transportation 
Department. It’s decision time.

Buncombe County is different than 
the nearby counties, in that we have 

multiple districts and weather can vary 
widely across our broad area. If condi-
tions are bad in only one or two of the 
districts, Dr. Baldwin and his advisors 
can make a “split decision” and open 
schools in the unaffected districts. But 
if three or more districts need to close 
then policy dictates that they close all of 
Buncombe County Schools.

The final decision is made by 5:30 am 
at the latest, and ideally earlier. In the 
next half-hour, Stotesbury contacts all 
the radio stations, and Stacia Harris, 
Communications Director, gets the 
information out to local TV stations and 
via social media, email, websites, and 
automated phone calls.

Some days, though, it’s not so clear-cut. 
It may be that the morning sun will melt 
off enough ice to make roads safe. Or 
perhaps the roads are mostly fine, but we 
need to be sure that bus drivers can see the 
roads in the light of day just in case there 
may still be some black ice in the shady 
spots. Or maybe a storm is just skirting 
our area, and more time is needed to know 
whether it will be safe to open schools. 
In these cases, Baldwin, Hough, and the 
Transportation Department may call for a 
two-hour delay.

Cold weather may necessitate a school 
delay, even when there has been no 
precipitation at all. The diesel fuel in the 

buses begins to gel when the temperature 
is in the single digits overnight, especially 
after a weekend, when they have not been 
cranked recently. A delay gives mechanics 
time to get out and get the buses cranked 
and warmed up, and students are not left 
standing at the bus stop waiting for a bus 
that won’t start.

The worst situation is probably when an 
unexpected storm arrives and school is 
already in session. In this case, the first 
step is to bus students from the satellite 
programs (Community High School, Nes-
bitt Discovery Academy, and others) back 
to the schools in their home districts, since 
these students are always bussed by way 
of their district schools. Early dismissal is 
then announced and buses, parents, and 

student drivers hit the roads. 
David Rhoney, Transportation Director 

for Buncombe County Schools, empha-
sizes safety first: “The most important 
factor in making any weather-related 
decision is the safety of our students and 
employees. We have students and staff in 
every district who ride buses, ride with 
parents, or drive their personal vehicles. 
Our goal is that they are safe each and 
every day. This is always the driving force 
behind our decision.”
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One of my first magic books was Martin Gardner’s Mathematics, 
Magic and Mystery. Martin moved to Hendersonville and lived 
there until his wife died in 2004. He was a noted magician,  
mathematician and puzzle fanatic. 

Some of my favorite tricks are from his dozens of books on 
math and magic, and many of my favorite puzzle magic tricks are 
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done with matches or toothpicks. 
In the following math equations, can 

you make the equation correct by moving 
just one match? In the second equation, 
there are two possible solutions. 

If you enjoy tricks like these, there are 
many more in Martin’s books, or you 
can find dozens by doing a quick internet 
search for “matchstick puzzles.”
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0re you one of many who has done 
some sort of obedience training 
with your dog—maybe watched 

a YouTube video or two, joined a group 
class or lessons with a professional 
trainer—but have not been able to achieve 
the goals you have for your dog? What’s 
holding you back?

Having a dog with manners and that 
follows a few basic commands should 
be expected from anyone who wants to 
take their dog out to public places. But 
we have all seen dogs misbehaving—the 
dog in the shopping cart that tries to nip 
at people; the owner who has to say “sit, 
sit, sit…”; or people who are constantly 
yelling at their dogs to stop jumping up 
on people or pulling on the leash. So 
many people are embarrassed by their 
dog’s behavior or, even worse, afraid 
that their dog is going to hurt someone 
or another dog. But they still take their 
dogs out in public without any training 
to stop the naughty behavior that can be 
such a nuisance.

It’s a new year, so now is the perfect 
time to reset the goals you have for you 
and your dog. Unfortunately, there is no 
magic tool or pixie dust to cure your woes. 
It takes practice and lots of repetitions 
for good behavior to become a new habit 
for you and your dog. It is essential for 
success that you put in the work. If you 

participate in a training program of group 
classes or private lessons, it’s important 
that you do the homework between those 
training sessions and also  have an open, 
honest dialogue with your trainer about 
anything you are struggling with.

Having a good dog is more than just 
learning a few commands or tricks. A 
good trainer will encourage and coach cli-
ents to learn the basics, build engagement 
with their dog, set up training scenarios to 
practice the basics and apply those skills 
to real-life situations. Th at usually results 
in the dog getting to spend a lot of time 
with their owner outside rather than being 
locked in the house all the time.

In this new year, make a lifestyle 
change with your dog. Participate in 
training, go out for walks, meet up 
with other like-minded owners and go 
on pack walks, set up creative confi -
dence-building scenarios for your dog, go 
for hikes, take your dog to dog-friendly 
establishments, participate in dog sports, 
and go to dog events around town. In 
other words, do more with your dog.
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$13(7&00(39*$5(<."=

EI)<'.3%")HA&%&Z/)5%(/"C@&G%!FAF?#@&:HD9&
6F5&F%A&H#$5(B5($5M(%C&@HA!&@HA5%A5E&
which makes it diffi cult to use her hind 
CH:MAE&M?$&AF5&F%A&H:<("B5@&@(%:%$H!%CC)&
7H$F&%!?<?#!$?(5&%#@&:5@H!%$H"#9&6F5&
!%#&(?#&%#@&<C%)&CHX5&%#)&"$F5(&@"PE&M?$&
75&(5!"::5#@&F5(&%@"<$5(&!"#$H#?5&
$F5A5&$F5(%<H5A&$"&X55<&F5(&F5%C$F)&%#@&
F%<<)9&E9*$5(+U.#&(2;

3I);'gg'&C"B5A&A#?PPC5AE&A755$#5AA&
%#@&C"B5E&%#@&AF5&(5$?(#A&<C5#$)&">&
<?((A&H#&5D!F%#P59&'3$"0&( 1̀+!5=(01Q+
HHXIWFYVQ+/5#$5&*$0"(1#9(<."=

/I)B%7)HA&%M"?$&Z&)5%(A&"C@&%#@&.1&
<ounds. He’s affectionately nicknamed 
i<"P"\&M5!%?A5&F5&5%P5(C)&M"?#!5A&
H#&FHA&X5##5C&7F5#&:55$H#P&#57&>"CXA9&
He is energetic and would enjoy an 
%@?C$&F"?A5F"C@&7H$F&<C5#$)&">&<5$A9&
'3$"0&( 1̀+!5=(01
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MASTER  
CERTIFIED  

FLOORING  
INSTALLER

FREE ESTIMATES! Contact us today!
sueshamuluas@gmail.com 828-551-2053 or 828-222-2336

30 YEARS OF 
EXPERIENCE  
IN ALL TYPES  
OF FLOORING 

Pr
o Joe’s Floor Covering
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CONTACT US TODAY!  BBnext600@icloud.com  |  828-808-6453

ALL QUOTES ARE

FREE!

We now have a division dedicated to fencing — 

selling and installing all styles and sizes!
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Affiliated with the Presbyterian Church in America

!"#$%&'()#$*'+"&,-&'
(828) 628-1044

.%&#/0, 10 am

1"0&20-3'!&-#4/%%5
Mon., Weds., Fri.   
September–May 
Ages 2-5 
(828) 338-2073
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a shop for everyone

 KATHIE EARLEY 628 9596, 27 WALNUT HILL DRIVE, FAIRVIEW

cut ï  color ï  perm   

Open 9:30 amñ 5 pm, Thursday & Friday, by appointment only 

SERVICE SCHEDULE
Sunday School 9:45 am
Worship 11:00 am
Sunday Evening 5:30 pm
Wednesday 7:00 pm

REYNOLDS BAPTIST CHURCH
520 Rose Hill Rd, Asheville, NC
ReynoldsBaptistChurch.org
828.779.9783

49 Saxon Hill

Fairview

828-684-5555

Sundays 

10:30 am

Tuesdays 

7:00 pm

A Place For All Ages!

If you’ve given up on church but not on God, 
this just might be the place for you!

Find us on
facebook

!"#$%&'()*(+&,-

BRCowboyChurch.org  |  828-684-5555  
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CC FLOORING
Home of the Floor Doktor!
Hardwood ï  Tile ï  Carpet ï  Laminate ï  Vinyl

Sanding ï  Refinishing

828.255.3532
www.CCFlooring.net
246 Old Airport Road, Fletcher
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CONTRACTOR DISCOUNTS  •  EXCEPTIONAL SERVICE

COMPETITIVE PRICING  •  FAIRVIEW OWNED 

K%H(BH57bA&"7#&4H:&
Stillwell (right) has been 
named a fi nalist for the 
WLOS News 13 Person 
">&$F5&R5%(9

6$HCC75CCE&%#&%($HA$E&F%A&
M55#&B"C?#$55(H#P&%$&
$F5&[*&F"A<H$%C&AH#!5&
2017. He and a group 
">&@5B"$5@&B5$5(%#A&
F%B5&$5%:5@&?<&"#&%&
[5$5(%#&'?(%C&<("c5!$9&
He sketches the outline 
H#&<5#!HC&%#@&$F5#&$F5&
B"C?#$55(A&!"C"(&H#&$F5&
A!5#5A9&=F5&<("c5!$&
!"?C@&$%X5&%#"$F5(&$7"&
)5%(A&$"&!":<C5$59

 Work began last month to replace the bridge on Village 
Road (behind the main Fairview fi re department). 
Construction will last until early May. Th ere is a tempo-
rary road closure, and drivers should use the half-mile 
detour from Village Road to Charlotte Highway in both 
directions (via Garren Creek Road, Whitaker Road and  
Blue Ridge Development Road.)

Th e fi re department is asking that drivers not use their 
parking lot as a cut-through. Th ey have had numerous 
close calls with drivers fl ying through the lot and almost 
hitting someone or equipment, as traffi  c is unexpected 
in this space.

In 1995, the United Nations (UN) held the Fourth 
World Conference for Women and adopted the most 
progressive blueprint ever for advancing women’s 
rights (known as the Beijing Declaration). Th e 25th 
anniversary of these events will be celebrated during 
the annual Commission on the Status of Women in 
New York City in March.

Representing Western North Carolina at the UN will 
be Fairview resident Karen Meigs. She is the incoming 
president of the United Nations Association of the 
USA—WNC chapter. 

“I’m incredibly honored and humbled to attend this 
conference,” Karen said, “which should have 5,000–
8,000 delegates from around the world. It is a great 
time to give input, learn and serve.”

Stay tuned for a followup article from Karen on her 
experience in New York.
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=F5&L"?#!HC&"#&*PH#P&">&I?#!":M5&
L"?#$)E&H#&!"#c?#!$H"#&7H$F&$F5&YL&
Department of Insurance’s Seniors’ Health 
Insurance Information Program (SHIIP), 
7HCC&">>5(&>(55E&H#>"(:%$H"#%C&!C%AA5A&%M"?$&
'5@H!%(59

W5AH@5#$A&7F"&%(5&#57&$"&'5@H!%(5E&!%(5/
PHB5(AE&%#@&"$F5(A&7F"&F5C<&A5#H"(&!H$H/
J5#A&7H$F&$F5H(&'5@H!%(5&H#A?(%#!5&AF"?C@&
!"#AH@5(&%$$5#@H#P&$FHA&H#>"(:%$HB5&!C%AA9&
=F5&H#>"(:%$H"#&<(5A5#$5@&HA&?#MH%A5@&%#@&
%!!?(%$59&Y"&<("@?!$A&%(5&A"C@E&(5!":/
:5#@5@E&"(&5#@"(A5@9

="&(5PHA$5(E&BHAH$&$F5&L"?#!HC&"#&*PH#P&">&
Buncombe County’s website (coabc.org) or 
!%CC&$F5&L"?#!HC&"#&*PH#P&%$&322/-3--9&

=F5&!C%AA5A&CHA$5@&M5C"7&%(5&>(55&%#@&"<5#&
$"&$F5&<?MCH!9&

February 19, 2–4 pm at Blue Ridge Health
2579 Chimney Rock Rd, Hendersonville

K5M(?%()&3.E&3;Z&<:&%$&T""@7HCC
1616 Patton Ave, Asheville

February 28, 2–4 pm at OLLI/Reuter Center
1 University Heights, Asheville

A7'')O'<-9+7')$&+::':

Parents Christopher and 
45AAH!%&Y"($"#&">&K%H(BH57&
7"?C@&CHX5&$"&%##"?#!5&$F5&
%((HB%C&">&4%A<5(&TH@5"#&
Y"($"#9&4%A<5(&7%A&M"(#&"#&
G5!5:M5(&,E&75HPFH#P&H#&%$&
a whopping 8 pounds and 1 ounce. Proud grand-
<%(5#$A&%(5&]5"#&%#@&*<(HC&6%)C5A&">&K%H(BH57&%#@&
Ervin and Michaelle Norton of Candler.

Asheville Airport (AVL) has 
been one of the fastest 
growing airports over 
the past two years—
passenger num-
bers grew by 43% 
in 2019, the largest 
leap in its history—and it’s expected to keep growing.

Th e airport is building additional parking for cars, as 
well as added space for planes, and an updated terminal 
is in the works. If you’re looking to travel, check out these 
new routes that have been added lately or are coming soon.

• Austin on Allegiant (weekly in May)
• Boston on Allegiant (weekly in May)
• Ch icago on Allegiant (weekly in May) and

American (Saturdays in May)
• Da llas-Fort Worth on American (twice daily

in March)
• Detroit on Delta (Saturdays)
• Houston on Allegiant (weekly in May)
• NY C-LaGuardia on American (daily in June) and 

Delta (Saturdays)
• Palm Beach on Allegiant (twice weekly)
• Philadelphia on American (twice daily in March)
• Sarasota-Bradenton on Allegiant (twice weekly)
• Wa shington, D.C. on American (Saturdays in May)

and United (daily)
For more information, go to fl yavl.com.
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&ow that we’ve closed the book on 
2019, it’s officially Tax Season. 
As you prepare your tax returns 

for the April 15 deadline, you might 
already start looking for opportunities 
to improve your tax-related financial 
outcomes in the future. And one 
important step you can take is to 
connect your tax professional with your 
financial advisor. Together, these pro-
fessionals can help you take advantage 
of some valuable strategies.
J($6)?#I)L0'/%$%(&'2)*J:
If you’re eligible to contribute to a Roth 
IRA and a traditional IRA, you might fi nd 
it benefi cial to have your fi nancial advisor 
talk to your tax professional about which 
is the better choice. Generally, if you 
think your tax rate will be higher in 
retirement, you might want to contribute 
to the Roth IRA, which provides tax-free 
withdrawals (if you’re older than 59 ½ 
and have had your account at least fi ve 
years). But if you think your tax bracket 
will be lower when you retire, you might 
be better off  with the traditional IRA, 
which off ers upfront tax benefi ts—spe-
cifi cally, your contributions may reduce 
your annual taxable income in a given 
tax year. Your tax advisor may have some 
thoughts on this issue, as well as how it 
might fi t in with your overall tax picture 
in retirement. 

:0")Y(.0)-%&'&3%'2)'&/)L'O):/?%#(0#)L'24%&,S)
L'O'E2")?#I)P(&Z$'O'E2")*&3(+"
Turning taxable income into non-taxable 
income can lower your current year’s tax 
bracket.  Depending on your income, you 
could potentially subtract your traditional 
IRA contributions (or your SEP-IRA 
contributions if you’re self-employed) 
from your taxable income. And even 
now, it’s not too late to aff ect the 2019 tax 
year, if you still haven’t reached the IRA 
or SEP-IRA contribution limits. Before 
you fi le your 2019 tax returns, your tax 
professional can tell your fi nancial advisor 
how much you would have to contribute to 
your traditional IRA, SEP-IRA or similar 
account to potentially lower your taxable 
income. If you make the contribution, 
your fi nancial advisor can illustrate how it 
would impact your retirement picture and 
make a recommendation on how to invest 
the money. (You can fund your IRA with 
virtually any type of investment–stocks, 
bonds, mutual funds, and so on.)
C'7%$'2)8'%&#)L'O"#)(&
;.$.'2)-.&/#
You might think you have total control 
over taxes related to your mutual funds. 
Aft er all, you decide how long to hold 
these funds before selling shares and 
incurring capital gains taxes. However, 
mutual fund managers are usually free to 
buy and sell new investments as they see 

fi t, and some of these sales could generate 
capital gains taxes for you. If these taxes 
are relatively large in any one year, your 
tax professional may notice and could 
relay this information to your fi nancial 
advisor. Th is doesn’t necessarily mean 
these mutual funds are inappropriate for 
you; they still may be suitable for your 
goals, risk tolerance and time horizon. But 
the tax aspect may be of interest to your 
fi nancial advisor, who might recommend 
more tax-effi  cient investment options.

Your investment and tax pictures have 
many overlaps, and by ensuring your 
team of advisors is working together, or at 
least communicating with each other, you 
can increase the chances of getting your 
desired results. 
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#f all the ways political dysfunction 
is impacting North Carolina, 
one of the most frustrating is 

the inability of the General Assembly 
(GA) and governor to enact a budget for 
2019–2020. Normally, the two-year state 
budget is passed around June 30 of the 
odd-numbered year. Th at did not happen 
in 2019. And it did not happen when the 
GA reconvened for a one-day session on 
January 14. Instead, Republican leaders 
adjourned the GA without a budget 
agreement until April 28, 2020.

Our budget stalemate should never have 
happened, and people have a lot of 
reasonable questions. Here are a few of the 
most common questions I hear.
56'$)6'77"&#)H6"&)
P(0$6)C'0(2%&')/("#&G$)6'?")
')#$'$")E./,"$S
Th e consequences of not having a state 
budget are quite diff erent than when 
the federal government does not have a 
budget. We have a state law that maintains 
the prior year’s level of spending if no 
new budget has passed. Th is means there 
are no shutdowns, and no closed parks 
or the public service disruptions that you 
see with federal shutdowns. Yet, it is still 
a big deal. No budget means no pay raises 
for state employees. It means no new 
investments or new services. Every budget 

includes one-time (or “non-recurring”) 
funds for special grants for a range of 
items such as aft erschool programs, 
homelessness intervention and opioid 
treatment. All of these projects and many 
more are on hold without a budget.
56@)/(&G$)H")6'?")')#$'$")
E./,"$S
Republicans control the state House and 
Senate, but due to the 2018 elections they 
no longer have supermajorities to override 
Governor Cooper’s veto. Th at means that a 
state budget needs a consensus from both 
parties to pass.

Governor Cooper’s proposed budget 
focused on three major initiatives:
•  Medicaid expansion to use federal funds 

to close the health care coverage gap and 
provide healthcare for more than 500,000 
North Carolinians.

•  A teacher pay raise of 9.1% over two years.
•  A $3.9 billion bond to capitalize on 

low-interest rates to invest in upgrading 
and modernizing public school facilities 
and providing clean water infrastructure. 
When the Republican-controlled GA 

passed its budget, they included none of 
these major items. Th ey refused to expand 
Medicaid or pass a statewide bond. And 
their teacher pay raise was only 3.7% over 
two years, which is a smaller raise than 
what other state employees would receive. 

56'$)1'77"&#)56"&)$6")<$'$")!("#&G$)1'?")')9./,"$S
So Governor Cooper vetoed the GA’s bud-
get, and that veto still stands. Governor 
Cooper and legislative Democrats have 
made repeated attempts to compromise, 
but Republican leaders refuse to do so. 
*#&G$)$6"0")'&@$6%&,)$6")$H()
#%/"#)',0"")(&S
We agree on a lot of things. Th at is why we 
have a state law providing a stop-gap budget 
to fund the most fundamental state services. 
In addition, Democrats and Republicans 
have agreed on a series of “mini-budget” 
bills to update spending in areas where there 
is bipartisan agreement. Examples include 
pay raises for some state employees, such 
as corrections offi  cers and State Highway 
Patrol (but not for teachers or public school 
employees), public safety, disaster relief, 
juvenile justice and transportation.
56'$G#)&"O$S
Since Republicans failed to override the 
budget veto and adjourned the GA, it 
is not clear if we will ever have a state 
budget. Th e fi scal year ends on June 30. 
Democrats have off ered to negotiate a 
“mini-budget” bill that provides teachers 
and public school employees a larger pay 
raise, but Republicans have refused. And 
the Democrats’ broader budget counter-
proposal from July 9 is still out there with 
no Republican response.

Meanwhile, $2.25 billion remains 
available for appropriation at the end of 
fiscal year 2019–2020, and $3.59 billion 
will be available at the end of fiscal year 
2020–2021.

Additionally, we could become the 
38th state to expand Medicaid. The costs 
of expansion would be paid with federal 
funds and by a fee charged to hospitals. 
I feel the benefits are huge: closing 
the health care coverage gap for over 
500,000 people, creating 43,000 health 
care jobs, and lowering everyone’s health 
care costs—because we all pay when 
uninsured people go the ER for health 
care. And we could possible prevent 
1,000 premature deaths.
5%22)$"'36"0#)'&/)($6"0)
7.E2%3)#36((2)"+72(@""#)"?"0)
,"$)')0'%#"S
Teachers did receive a step-increase raise if 
they were eligible based on years of 
service. Th at was included in one of the 
“mini-budget bills.” It really hurts to know 
that teachers and public school employees 
are going without. 
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CARPET & UPHOLSTERY CLEANING

828-628-9495 | 3082 Cane Creek Rd | www.steammasterwnc.com  

You will            our 
new certifi ed technicians!

love
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Iave you ever come across an injured 
bird, or a fl edgling or nestling, and 
not known what to do? Let’s discuss 

some possibilities.
-'22"&)(0)5%&/ZE2(H&)P"#$2%&,
A nestling is a baby bird, quite oft en with 
its eyes still closed and few, if any, feathers. 
It’s possible that a cat or other predator 
pulled the nestling out of the nest or that 
the wind blew the nest down. It’s a myth 
that bird parents won’t come back to care 
for the chicks aft er human hands have 
touched them, so try to place the baby 
back into the nest. 

If you are certain the baby bird is 
injured or orphaned, gently pick it up and 
place it in a man-made nest. Do not use 
the original nest because it may contain 
parasites that could weaken an already 
debilitated bird. You can create the nest 
by lining a berry box or small plastic 
bowl with white, unscented Kleenex. Put 
this “nest” in a cardboard box and place 
it in a warm, quiet and dark location. 
Minimize noise and access and make sure 
the baby’s legs are tucked up under it and 
not stretched out. Do not try to feed or 
water the baby, as each species requires 
a specifi c diet. Try to get the baby to a 
rehab center as quickly as possible.
1(77%&,)9%0/)
If you see a small bird hopping on the 

56'$)$()!()H%$6)'&)*&h.0"/)9%0/

ground, it could be a fl edgling. A fl edgling 
is a young bird, older than nestlings, that 
has been encouraged to leave the nest. 
It’s possible these birds will spend several 
days on the ground, fl apping their wings 
and hopping around. Th e parents will be 
keeping a close eye on the baby from a 
distance. Th ey will continue to nurture 
and feed the babies until the young have 
learned how to fl y, eat on their own, and 
protect themselves. In this case, it’s really 
important to observe from a distance fi rst. 

It could just be a fl edgling in training, and 
the parents will continue to take care of 
it. Th ey will do a better job than we can. 
But if you’re sure the fl edgling is injured 
or alone, you can create a man-made nest 
and call a rehab center.
C0'#6
In the unfortunate event that you see a 
bird fl y into a window and fall, observe it 
fi rst. Watch out for predators approaching 
the bird, in case you need to step in, but 

OPEN  Wedsñ Sat 11amñ 6 pm, Sunday 12ñ 5 pm

828.777.8922
1484 CHARLOTTE HIGHWAY, FAIRVIEW

Featuring a variety 
of vintage 

& antique finds!

Need a Tech Guy 
who speaks more than

computerese?
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try to observe it for some time. Many 
times the bird will shake off  the injury and 
fl y off  on its own. If you are sure the bird 
is badly injured, follow the above instruc-
tions for making a man-made nest.
J"#(.03"#
Good local people and organizations to 
contact about injured birds include the 
following:
•  Wild For Life, which provides care for 

animals in need of help and attempts 
to release them back to their native, 
wild habitat. Th ey feature animals for 
education and display to the public. Call 
them at 665-4341 or go to wildforlife.org. 
(I’ve borrowed some of this material on 
injured birds from them.)

•  Appalachian Wild: You can fi ll out an 
animal inquiry form on their website 
at appalachianwild.org. Also, be sure 
to check out their fantastic Wands for 
Wildlife project.

•  Elisha Mitchell Audubon Society:
Visit emasnc.org or email
elishamitchellaudubon@gmail.com.

•  Mountain Wildlife Days: Contact 
Carlton Burke at mountainwildlifedays.
com or call 743-9648.
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A new Board of Directors was formed 
for 2020, and we look forward to 
energizing and growing the FBA. Happy 
New Year to all members of the Fairview 
Business Association and to future mem-
bers. There is a lot to report on. You’ll 
notice that we don’t have any pictures 
this month, which makes for plenty of 
information for you to read.

Membership is rising. As of January, the 
FBA will continue to grow, with an 
aggressive plan to reach out and hear what 
members think is working and what can 
be improved upon. An important initiative 
will take place when board members 
personally invite prospective members to 
join the FBA in the months to come.

Our business directory is filled with 
practically every type of business; you’ll 
never have to leave Fairview because you 
will find everything here. Remember our 
tag line: Keep it local with FBA members.

Just last month, four new businesses 
opened up on Charlotte Highway: Fair-
view Seafood, Appalachian CBD, Baldwin 
Real Estate and Fro Yo Lab. Appalachian 
CBD has already become a member (and 
will be hosting our first meeting of 2020 
in February), and Fairview Seafood has 
already received their personal invitation 
to join. 

What you get when you join the FBA for 
one year for only $60:
•  Your company name and phone number 

will be listed in the “Keep it Local with FBA 
Members” in the Crier for 12 months. 

•  You can display your business cards free 
of charge on the bulletin board outside 
the Fairview Post Office.

•  You will be listed on fairviewbusiness.com 
(logo, photo, and link to email or website).

•  Free attendance at monthly member 
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meetings, as well as plenty of networking 
time and opportunity to present your 
company to members. The following 
month, a summary of the meeting is 
printed in the Crier.
The 2020 board has started discussing 

new ideas to offer members more for 
their annual dues. Discussions on website 
expansion, reformatting the newspaper 
column, membership certificates that can 
be printed or displayed, and new monthly 
programming ideas are in the works. 
B2"'#")i(%&)X#
Visit fairviewbusiness.com and join online 
or by credit card and set up your profile so 
it will be displayed properly. If you need 
to pay another way, contact our treasurer, 
Brandy Lampert, at frameitasheville@
gmail.com or 808-0923. 
P"O$);""$%&,)
Our first meeting of the year will take 
place on Monday, February 10 at 6 pm 
at Appalachian CBD, located at 775 
Charlotte Highway in Fairview at the top 
of the Mine Hole Gap. 

Owners Brandon and Nick Brunet 
celebrated the grand opening of Appala-
chian CBD in December. With the help of 
their dad Brian, who owns Cool Mountain 
Construction (and is also an FBA mem-
ber), the building was recently renovated 
and offers a rustic, homey environment. 

Appalachian CBD sells products made 
from Fairview-sourced, THC-free quality 
hemp; CBD-infused Keurig cup coffee 
tinctures; oils; and health and beauty 
products for humans and pets. 

At the meeting, there will be a presenta-
tion to learn more about CBD. After the 
presentation, there will be samples to try 
and refreshments for members.

Members will have plenty of opportunities 
to speak and network. If you know someone 
who might be interested in becoming a 
member, please invite them to the meeting.

I look forward to meeting you all.
VWVW)9('0/)Q)C(++%$$""
President: Diana Soll, Grand Solutions LLC
Vi ce President: Michelle Shuford, Sunrise 

Sawmill
Tr easurer : Brandy Lampert, Frame It 

Asheville
Secretary: Candice Yount, AA Diamond Tile
Me eting Coordinator: Janet Peterson, 

Cloud 9 Relaxation Home
Webmaster: Bill Scobie, Scobie.net
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Cast year was a time of transition. At 
times we felt like a butterfl y, sitting 
among the chaos, awaiting the time to 

be reborn. And there were times we felt like 
we were playing Whac-a-Mole—one chal-
lenge would arise, and we would overcome 
it; and then another would appear. All of 
this prepared us for growth and grounding 
in 2020. But fi rst, let’s recap 2019.

Our beloved co-founder and garden 
manager, Susan Sides, leaned into 
retirement to spend time with her 
grandson and to allow others to lead Root 
Cause Farm into its next decade. We made 
one of our hardest decisions ever, humbly 
changing our name from Th e Lord’s Acre 
to Root Cause Farm to ensure a brave and 
welcoming space for all. We had over 500 
dedicated interns and volunteers make 
our work possible, and we deepened our 
relationships with partners, newcomers 
and those who have been with us since 
the beginning. In October, our executive 
director, Vanessa Champlin, stepped down 
for health reasons.

So what lies ahead for us this year? 
Th ere might be points where it looks 
or feels like we are scaling back. We are 
grounding ourselves and re-grouping, to 
build sustainability and deepen our work 
of building community and uplift ing 
relationships through growing and sharing 
organic food. And we have some exciting 
plans to reach these goals. 

;(?%&,)-(0H'0/)%&)VWVW
First, we are grateful to welcome Kelly 

McNally Koney as interim executive 
director. Kelly has worked with us 
previously and has extensive experience 
with non-profi ts. Kelly will help us to 
better streamline many aspects of our 
work, including applying for grants and 
communicating our stories as a growing 
staff  and board. 

In mid-February, we will co-lead a 
webinar with Kathleen Wood of Dig 
In! Yancey through the Groundswell 
Center’s Farming for Justice Discussion 
Group. Th e discussion will be about food 
assistance models and how reenvisioned 
emergency food systems can work to 
interrupt systems that perpetuate hunger 
and inequity. We will facilitate a similar 
workshop at Organic Growers School’s 
Spring Conference in March.

In partnership with Matt Hoff man, an 
instructor of religious studies and 
associate director for interfaith initiatives 
at Warren Wilson College and the Circle 
of Mercy, we were awarded a grant to build 
a sacred space on the land. In collabora-
tion with Matt’s class, we will be listening 
to the community to learn what people 
are looking for in a place that holds space 
for refl ection, grieving, honoring and 
connection. 

Lastly, in one of our biggest projects yet, 
we are embarking on a year-long journey 
to build our full-season intern houses. We 

recognize that farmworkers historically 
have lived in—and still do—some of the 
lowest-quality housing. We want to interrupt 
this paradigm and provide a nourishing 
home environment and higher quality of life 
for the interns who work with us each year. 
Th is is a major project that will require about 
$25,000. We have folks graciously donating 
appliances and their time.

And while it means we will be unable to 
host full-season interns on the property 
this year, we are still recruiting. If you want 
to learn more or know of anyone who is 
interested in an internship, please reach 
out to Ali at programs@rootcausefarm.org.
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RONNIE YOUNT

LICENSED NC GENERAL CONTRACTOR  
SHOWER LEAKS 
REPAIRS
TUB-TO-SHOWER 
CONVERSIONS
KITCHEN/BATH 
REMODELS
HANDICAP ACCESSIBLE 
APPLICATIONS

Call Ron!
450-3900

visit us today at aadiamondtile.com

Over 40 years experience!AA DIAMOND TILE

Proudly Serving the Asheville
Area for Over 20 Years!

Ron Bradley
828.298.1211

ron.bradley@postnet.com 8 Cheese House Road, Fletcher, NC  canecreekmercantile.com
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Heating and A/C Services Since 1983

Call today! 
828-628-4323
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$ost wild mushrooms are dormant 
now, their “roots” growing safely 
under the forest humus, but 

a few varieties keep popping up. Last 
month, I was surprised to see about 50 
inky caps rising from all the woodchips 
in our gardens. We had hundreds of these 
mushrooms sprouting everywhere last fall. 
Th e abundant variety is not edible, but it’s 
amazing to watch their buttons unfurl and 
then disintegrate into a black pool. Th eir 
cousins, the shaggy manes, are edible (and 
delicious) but are dormant now.

I walked down to the pine trees on our 
land and was delighted to fi nd a new fl ush of 
one of my favorite mushrooms, shiitakes. It 
was a treat for me to harvest these delicious 
jewels, especially when the mushrooms we 
eat are usually frozen, dried or purchased 
from the store.

In the 10th century, shiitakes (Lentinules 
edodes) became the fi rst cultivated 
mushroom, as farmers in the mountains of 
eastern China learned how to grow them 
on logs. (In fact, the mushroom’s name is 
composed of shi—tree—and take—mush-
room. Th ey are also called saw tooth, 
golden oak, and black forest mushrooms). 
Th ere is still a 10th century temple in the 
valley where they were cultivated dedicated 
to the spirit of the shiitake.

Shiitake is the second most widely 
cultivated mushroom in the world, 
behind Agaricus bisporus, the common 
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white button mushroom purchased in US 
grocery stores, and contributes about 25% 
of the yearly production of mushrooms.

Shiitakes grow on chestnut, oak, maple, 
beech, poplar, hornbeam, ironwood and 
mulberry trees, but in WNC and many 
other places fresh oak is their preference. 
Th ey fruit on our land about four to fi ve 
times a year, and one of the two varieties 
we grow fl ushes in the winter. 

I love these mushrooms, as they have such 
a meaty texture and are marvelous sautéed or 
added to rice and stews. Like all mushrooms, 
shiitakes should be cooked thoroughly, as 
they contain chitin, which is indigestible to 
humans. Th at same ingredient is what gives 
mushrooms the meaty, chewy texture. Raw 
shiitakes should be avoided, as they can 
cause a dermatitis reaction/rash on the body 
that can last for days.

Shiitakes are also valuable as a medicine. 
Th ey contain “lentinan,” an active com-
pound that supports a healthy immune 
response. Taking shiitake extract on a 
regular basis is believed to stimulate one’s 

immune system. Th ey are packed with 
calcium, phosphorous, vitamins and 
minerals, as well as essential amino acids 
such as lysine, arginine and many more. 
Shiitakes have also been used to lower 
serum cholesterol in the body. In traditional 
Chinese medicine, shiitakes are used to 
boost the “qi,” the essential energies that 
fl ow throughout the body. Shiitakes also 
possess anti-infl ammatory properties 
and are being studied for the treatment of 
cancerous tumors.

Th e best way to store fresh shiitakes is in 
a paper bag in the refrigerator. I recently 
learned that freshly picked shiitakes 
should be placed in sunlight, gill side up, 
for two hours, which will increase their 
vitamin D content by 1,100%.

I highly recommend buying local, 
organic shiitakes. If you buy dried ones, 

which rehydrate very well, be wary of 
exports from China, as many shipments 
have been denied entry due to dangerous 
levels of pesticides. In addition, many of the 
cultivated mushrooms may be grown on 
residue from paper mills, with formalde-
hyde and other toxic chemicals present, so 
it’s best to stay close to home and purchase 
from sources you know and trust.
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Laura Hutchinson, Broker
828-337-9448 | laura@weichertunlimited.com

Former English Teacher,
AC Reynolds
GO ROCKETS!

Lov e You r Spou se, 
Lov e You r HOUSE!

Planning to make a move?
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Margaret Moncure, DVM 
Sarah Hargrove, DVM

Full service  
small animal hospital

  Monday–Friday: 8 am–5 pm 
Saturday: 9 am–12 pm

184 Charlotte Highway 
directly across from AC Reynolds High School

828 527-2430  |  cedarridgevet.com
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Certified Cartus Relocation, Military Certified, CNHS, GREEN
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we sell all  
types and sizes.

Let the Sandy-Patti Team do the  
homework for you — Give us a call!

Real Estate Is Our Business!

)ou need to be prepared when 
disaster strikes. Man-made or 
natural emergencies can occur at 

any time. Emergency preparedness refers 
to the steps taken to be ready to respond to 
and survive during an emergency.

Some examples of large-scale emergen-
cies include natural disasters (hurricanes, 
tornadoes, flooding, etc.). Some emer-
gencies can force you to evacuate from 
your neighborhood or confine you to 
your home. It is important that you know 
what to do if basic services—water, gas, 
electricity or telephones—are cut off by the 
utility companies.

For individuals or families, emergency 
preparedness might also include plans 
to respond to a house fire, an extended 
power outage, or an evacuation. Preparing 
in advance and working together as a 
team make it much easier to cope with an 
emergency situation.

The federal government advises 
individuals and families to have their own 
emergency plans. What if you need to 
make a fast exit today? Would you have 
everything ready?
56'$)*#)Y(.0)B2'&S
Does everyone in your family know the 
exits and where to meet? Is there a third 
party or designated family contact to call 
in case you are separated and can’t be 

reached? What if someone is at school or 
at work?

Do you have a grab-and-go bag? Every 
person in the household should have an 
emergency bag packed in the event you 
need to get out fast. All go bags should be 
labeled and stored together in an area near 
an exit door. (See box at right.)

Senior citizens and individuals with 
special needs also need to have an evacua-
tion plan in place, especially if their home 

medical equipment requires electricity. 
Talk to your doctor about how you can 
prepare for a power outage and be sure 
to give a duplicate house key to someone 
outside the home. 

The list at right is not a fixed list. It is 
intended to help you think through all 
the things you’ll need to have ready in 
the event of an emergency. An excellent 
resource on how to create a family 
emergency preparedness plan is available 
at ready.gov.
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It is very important to have and rehearse 
a family emergency plan and a family 
communication plan on a regular basis. It 
is also advisable to check to be sure that 
the supplies in the go bags are in working 
order, that clothing is replaced when 
outgrown, and that food and water has 
not expired. 

Having everything readily available in 
the event of an emergency ensures that 
everyone will be ready and gives you peace 
of mind. Make a plan for 2020 now. This 
important resolution to stay safe can save 
your life and the lives of your loved ones.

Diana Soll is a Certified Professional +
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Your Grab-and-Go Bag
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  One gallon water per person/
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  Extra set of house and car keys
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  Extra batteries 
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  Eyeglasses
  Phone numbers
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't all started back in 2015 when Congress 
passed the Medicare Access and CHIP 
Reauthorization Act (MACRA). While 

it changed many things, two of the most 
visible impacts to Medicare beneficiaries 
are new Medicare cards and revamped 
Medicare Supplement plan rules. 

The old cards, which used Social Security 
identifiers, were replaced with cards using 
an encrypted identifier number to protect 
the user’s identity. The full rollout was 
completed last year, and as of January 1 the 
old cards will no longer be recognized in 
the Medicare system. If you still are holding 
on to your old card, destroy it—the card 
could be used to create an opportunity for 
identity theft. If you need a replacement 
card, call Medicare at 800-633-4227. 

The most controversial topic has been the 
Medicare supplement plan changes. That’s 
because the most popular supplement, Plan 
F, as well as High Deductible Plan F and 
Plan C, will no longer be available to newly 
eligible Medicare beneficiaries. The changes 
affect newly eligible beneficiaries after Jan-
uary 1. Those who already had one of these 
plans are grandfathered in. But controversy 
and confusion still abound. 

Who exactly is a newly eligible Medicare 
beneficiary? It’s a person who (a) attains 
age 65 on or after January 1, 2020 or (b) 
who first becomes eligible for Medicare 
benefits due to age, disability or end-stage 
renal disease on or after January 1, 2020.

If a policyholder has a Plan F, HD F or C, 
can they change to one of these plans with 
another company? If the plans are offered 
by another company, they are available 
if the beneficiary meets the company’s 
underwriting guidelines.

What about a 66-year-old who is still 
working and leaves employer coverage in 
2020? What plan options will they have? 
Because this individual was age 65 prior 
to January 1, 2020, when they enroll in 
Medicare Part B, they would be able to 
purchase Plan A, C, D, F, High Deductible 
F, G, High Deductible G or N.

If you’re reading this and aren’t yet 65, 
Plans F and C are off the table for you 
when you become eligible for Medicare. If 
you were 65 before January 1, everything’s 
on the table for you if you can qualify.
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1591 Charlotte Highway, Fairview
across from Fairview Fire Dept.

M-F 8:30 AM-5:30 PM
SAT 9 AM-12 PM closed Sunday

credit cards accepted
828-551-7017

call or text
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!"#$%&&%'(& Announcements, community news, upcoming events, etc. will be published 
free as space allows. Send a SASE if you would like your photo returned. Articles submitted must 
have content and tone consistent with the Crier’s editorial policy. All submissions will be edited 
for clarity, style, and length. Materials must be received by the 10th of the month preceding pub-
lication. Include name and phone number. Unsolicited manuscripts/photos are welcomed, and 
will be returned if a SASE is included. Anonymous submissions will not be published. The Crier 
reserves the right to reject editorial or advertising it deems unfit for publication.

)*%+',%-./0'.%12 The Fairview Town Crier reserves the right to refuse any advertising or edito-
rial submission deemed inappropriate for the tone and style of our non-profit community newspa-
per. Information provided has been submitted and a best effort has been made to verify legitimacy. 
Views expressed in columns and/or articles do not represent those of The Fairview Town Crier. Email  
copy@fairviewtowncrier.com or mail to Fairview Town Crier, PO Box 1862, Fairview, NC 28730.
Letters of 400 words or less may be submitted, may be edited, and will print as space allows. 
No letters will be published anonymously. We will not print letters that endorse or condemn 
a specific business or individual, contain profanity, or are clearly fraudulent. Views expressed 
do not represent those of The Fairview Town Crier. Include name, address, and phone. Email  
copy@fairviewtowncrier.com or mail Fairview Town Crier, PO Box 1862, Fairview, NC 28730.
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